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Dress code may
begin next week
University, union reach impasse, offices
likely to go ahead with original proposal
By ELLEN EARDLEY
Adnli111strur:itm ediwr
The original dress code proposal will likely be implemented in the
Business and Purchasing Offices in Old Main because a compromise
could not be reached Thursday between the university offices and the
~nion that represents the workei:s.
Uoi'fef'Sfty representati~s of the offices and of the Clerical!fechnical
Unit of Local Union 981 met Thursday to negotiate the dress code, but
no decision could be reached.
.
"Since we reached an i.mpasse. the Business and Purchasing Offices
will go ahead with the (original dress code) proposal," said Paul
Michaud, director <>f human resources, who represented the university
offices.
Head <>f the Business Offi~. Dave Riddle, said he was not present at
the negotiations so he will have to review what happened at the
meeting. He said it is likely that the dress code will be implemented.
"I think that's what will probably happen," Riddle said. "'I assume
we v.Ull so ahead wjth it in proper time, but I can't say."
Se~ DRESS CODE page ZA

NAOKO KOJIMA/Staff photographer

Badge of honor
Kevin Sisk, a Second Ueutenant, is pinned by his father at the Commissioning Thursday afternoon in the
tundra behind the Tarble Ana ~

Committee to discuss waiving core classes
By BETSY COLE
Staff "!lier
The Council of Academic Affairs
Thursday created a subcommittee to
discuss allowing waivers. for the required
.e-ight hours of upper division integrated
core courses for transfer students.
Students who transfer to Eastern with an
associate's degree automaticalcy meet all
lower division core requirements. However,
the degree does not fulfill the requirementil
for eight semester hours in ltpper division
integr;ted core.
Council Member Eleanor Midkiff said
2000-level courses taken at a community

college are not acceptable substitutes for a
3000-level course at Eastern even if they
have ·similar content.
·
·
"We're not atJproving courses for upper
division credit taken at lower division
institutions," said Mary Anne Hanner,
council chairwoman .
However, Hanner said the council
wanted the flexibiHty to approve substitutions if the intent of the upper-division
general education requirements have been
met.
"{The subcommittee will) look fur
flexibility without c()nflicting with -other
rules or compromi's ing the eight hours,"
'Hanner said.

"The problem is that sometimes
students, thr9ugh their own oversight or
their advisers', reach a point where they
haven't completed the eight hours and it's
late in their career or the fast semester,"
Hanner said.
Sometimes students attempt to tomplete
two required classes in their last semester,
fmt the courses are often offered at the
same time; she added.
""A 3('.)()()-level non-integrated core course
could be deemed an appropriate substitute
fot a core course, glV'en the particular
circumstances of each individual student
requesting a waiver at Eastern,~· said Jim
Johnson, council member.

In other business at the meeting:
• 1'.he council decided to modify a rule
irt ·the catalo,g stipulating that a student who
needs to repeat a course must retake it
within three semesters after it was first
taken in order to receive credit.
The rule will be reworded in Eastern's
1997-1998 catalog, encouragir.lg students to
retake a course as soon as possible, but not
requiring it.
"We really don't know why that rule was
there and it has been problematic for some
students," Hanner said.
For now. students may get the rule
waived, she added.
See WAIVE page 2A

Nearly 1,000 ready Program tampering causing lab
to graduate May 11 breakdowns in Lumpkin Hall
By DONNA CUISIA
C.unpus witor
Between 900 to 1,000 students will participate in the spring 1996
commencement ceremonies.
The commencements will be at 9 a.m., 1 and 5 p.m. May 11 in the
Library Quad. If weather does not permit for an outside ceremony,
commencement will be moved to Lantz Gymnasium.
· The Graduate School and Lumpkin College of Business and
Applied Sciences will march at 9 a.m. Saturday. The College of
Education and Professional Studies and the College of Sciences will
march at 1 p.m., and the School of Adult and Continuing Education
and the College of Arts and Humanities will march at .5 p.m.
Mark Haines, director of special events and planning services,
said 33 students will graduate suma cum laude with a 3.9-4.0 grade
point average, 33 will graduate magna cum laude with a 3.8-3.89
GPA and 68 will graduate cum laude with a 3.65-3.79 GPA.
Matt Piescinski, professional announcer, will be the reader for the
ceremony, Haines said.
See GRADUATION page 2A

By DONNA CUISIA
Campus eQitQr

Students have been modifying
programs in Lumpkin Hall computer lab causing some compaters·
to break down, said Brett Bensley,
director of the computer lab.
She said applications and
programs have been tampered
with intentionally and various
pictures have been added to the
desktop, causing some users to be
offended.
He said most of the computers'
problems have been caused by
"students who know what they're
doing," but he has also seen some
probl~ms caused by students who
are •'not ·k nowledgeable about or
unfamiliar wi1h the system." ..The difficulty with this 11 we
- too understaffed to be . . .,

!he difficulty with this
ts we are too understaffed to be able to
'police (the computer lab)."
'
- Brett Bensley,
director,
Lumpkin Hall computer lab

police (the computer lab),"
Bensley siid..
He also said students have
"changed the recycling bins into
toilets," which is minor.
Students who are caught talllpering with the computer systems
niay face punishment through the
university.
"From what I've been told, it's
the same as destruction to university property," Bensley said.

Harry Nelsen, director of
academic computing, said students the main problems at the
Lumpkin Hall computer lab have
been with students who are either
curious or malicious. He also said
some problems were caused
accidentally by students.
Those students who modify
computers are costing. the university money for repairs, Nelsen
said. Since it is a form of damage,
certain repercussions could be
taken against students.
"We don't want people to
damage our computers," Nelsen
said.
Repairs to the system will be
done after the semester is over,
Bensley said. He said he will have
to wait until students are gone to
See COllPU'IER page 2A
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Proposal would let Some restaurateurs charging
safe drivers renew for not dining at their eateries
licenses by phone
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - A proposal to let safe drivers tenew
their drivers' licenses by mail or telephone went to the gawt•
nor's desk Thursday.
The House voted 112-0 for the Safe Driver Renewal program
initiated ~y Secretary of State Gea,rge Ryan.
H approved, I. I million drivers with clean driving records witl
have to go to drivers license offices only once every eight years.
The measure would take effect Jan. l.
Ryan said the bill is a new incentive to drive ·safely. He also
said it would reduce lines at license facilities and save the state
$400,000 a year.
Under the proposal, drivers could wait eight years instead of
four between taking mandated vision tests. Currently, less than
half of l percent of all drivers fail the vision test when renewing
their licenses,
·Drivers would dial a toll-free number and use "touch-tone"
technology to renew their licenses. They would pay a $10 renew·
al fee with a credit card. .
The secretary of state then would send a sticker to go on the
back of the license.
The option would be available only to drivers between ages 2 I
and 75 with no crashes or moving violations on their records
within four years.

DRESS CODE

CHICAGO (AP) - It's Saturday morning, and you want
something ~pecial for dinner 'Otai, Greek, or that comer restaurant with peach linen napkins.
Yoll're not sure-~ so you mike
resfirvations for aU three. Yaa'll
decide when you leave the house.
Boy, do restaurateurs hate you.
And some are st,riking back ~
taking credit card numbers to
guarantee reservations on busy
nights and charging people who
don't show up for dinner-:. just
like at hotels and rental car companies.
That solved the problem for
Gordoh Sinclair, owner of a 20year-old swank Chicago eatery,
where entrees range from $20 to
$28.
"When you have something at
risk, people react differently. They
call and cancel," he said.
Sinclair said unused reservations at his 39-seat restaurant used
to cost him $960,000 annually enough to wipe out a year's profit.
In the five years since Sinclair

from page one ............................................................................................

"I would make the assumption that the
I guess maybe people were a little
dress code would start sometime next week,"
disappointed on both sides."
Michaud said. "But the Business Office has
- Paul Michaud,
to make that decision."
"I think we'll have to give some notice to ' '
director of human resources
employees before we go ahead with it,"
Riddle said.
Anita Thomas, union president; declined ment."
"The union and the dress code situation
comment.
'.' I &f!CSS maybe; people were a little·<;tisap- didn't agree," said Tere~ Sims, union chief
11
PQinted on both sides," Michaud said. ' 1We · steward. We just didn't come to an agreethought we miglit be able "to reach an agree- , ment, and it will be up to '(the offices) what

GRADUATION

WAIVE
from page one - - - - • The council postponed
consideration of a revised
grade-appeal policy made by
a subcommittee until the first
meeting of next fall. The
council wants to first distribute copies of the revised
policy in its minutes so that
everyone can review the proposal before -any action.
"The major premise (of the
revised policy) will be so
deeply offensive to the faculty," said Jeffrey Lynch, associate dean for the College of
Arts and Humanities. "People
do need to see this revision."

.has been talcing credit card numhers, he has ~y charged four or
five cards - $10 a head.
NO-shows at Gordon have
dropped from 20 percent to about
5 petcent.
• Americans do not realize how
much their much making duplicate reservations can cost a
restaurant jn extra food and extra
staffing, said Wen(,fy Webster,
spokeswoman for the National
Restaurant Association in
Washington.
"Most Americans probably just
assume that if they don't show,
the table fills up with walk-in traffie. That's less and less true the
higher the check average is, and
those are the restaurants likely to
be hurt," Webster said.
She said people making several
reservations for the same night
represent a broader social trend.
"Americans are becoming
increasingly lazy at honoring
social commitments," she said. "I
have friends who had weddings,
and people didn't even bother to

Faculty marshals include
Marilyn Wilkins, professor of
business administration and
administrative information, representing the Lumpkin College of
Business; Nancy and Bill Weiler
representing the College of
Science and Will Hine, dean of the
Board of· Governors/Bachelors
program.
Guest tickets will be distributed
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday at the Commencement Office in Old Main. Students
must present their IDs and sign for
their allotted tickets.
All remaining commencement
tickets may be picked up at the
information table in the Lantz
Gymnasium lobby beginning at

The Dall Eastern News

to do next."
The dress code doe~ not permit workers to
wear certain attire, including jeans, halter
tops, skirts too short or too tight and T·
shirts.
"I really don't know what will happen,"
Sims said.
·
There are appro~imately 42 workers in the
two offices ~at will be affected by the dress
code. ~he un~oi:i ~~~~~~!. ~~1of:~ :cvork-

,er~. Ih~ ~".~ra~~ ~af~ Q~ ~. ~o.~r 1 ri~~tJ.m
two offices is about $I7,000 a year.

from page o n e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

7 :30 a.m. May 11.
Union. Robes may also be picked
Each marching graduate is up at 7:30 a.m. May 11 ·in Lantz
allowed a maximum of seven Fieldhouse.
A photographer will be present
guest tickets if ceremonies are
held indoors. H commencement is to take pictures of graduating
held indoors, no one will be ·seniors as they cross the stage on
admitted into the ceremony with- commencement day and a second
out a ticket.
photograph will be taken after the
There will not be a rehearsal for graduates exit the stage. The phocommencement. Graduating sen- tographer will also take posed piciors should arrive at Lantz Field- tures of graduates with diplomas.
house one hour prior to their cereDiplomas will be sent to gradumony. Failure to report at the ating students by the Records
requested time may result in a Office after final examinations
change in marching order.
have been oompleted and after stuGraduating seniors may pick up dents' deans have certified stutheir robes between I 0 am. and 5 dents have completed all graduap.m. Thursday and Friday in the tion requirements. Students should
Charleston-Mattoon Room of the expect to receive diplomas I 0 to
Martin Luther King Jr. University I2 weeks after the ceremony.

RSVP. At, OOJiday parti"' ... ·a lot
of people tel)6i £<}-ace~ f$ or
five invi~- o.~y~1 keep
their optiorts ~It ..,. ~~:So to
only one.'' :Chica~o~ ·fawyer
Michael Tepper ha·s: ghen his
credit card number to guarantee
tables at Gordon, and he said
restaurants have .been forced ~
taking action.
'1t's self-defeiase,'' i,._"L,.'1'1-:>r.
"It's really an etpress~ l\
they're serious about seaq.ng:: 'lh
a commitment - 'We have your
table. You be here."' Credit
holders can have such charg~s
removed from their account siJUte
most credit card co~feS
haven't given their·OK~such
charges.
But American Express·~
pilot program last summer that
allows about 34 restaurants in 20
cities to bill a card - $IO to $25 or
more. Ameiican Express spokesman Marcos Rada said only seven
cards have been charged since the
test began and that no one has

card

co~plain~.

COMP UT~~

from page one _ ..............
begin work on the computers.
The system will have to be
shut down completely to prevent students from modifying
computers while repairs are
being made, Bensley said.
Although the computer
systems have been modified,
;.,1;4 ;eut oi thrlli.JO.~omputers: iJ
~ '.1will: ba:.-fttitcti~-dum.,·
finals week, he said. One of
his major concerns is the lack
of computers for students to
use,
Bensley said students who
tamper with the computers
are affecting the other students on campus who use the
facilities.
The Lumpkin Hall computer lab will be open its regular
hours during finals week. 1'he . i
lab will be open from 2;30:.tti
10:45 p.m. Sunday, 8 a.m. to
10:45 p.m. Monday through
Thursday and 8 a.m. to 4:15
p.m. Friday.
The new computers, which
are Gateway 2000 brand
operating Windows '95, were
installed during ~pring Break
and were made available to
students March 25.
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at police, shooting self in groin area

By BRITT CARSON
City editor
A Mattoon man accused of carjacking two vehicles at gun-point
was caught Tuesday outside of St.
Mary School in Mattoon after a
high-speed car chase.
Jonathan D. David, 23, of 44
Elm Ridge in Mattoon is suspected
in the two carjackings in
Charleston, said Police Chief Dave
O'Dell.
Charleston police received a
report at 2:12 p.m. Tuesday about
the first carjacking of a truck at
gun point from Clifford Cooley of
Charleston.
The stolen vehicle was spotted
by Mattoon police when the suspect was involved in an accident
and wrecked the vehicle. The suspect is also accused of taking a
TETSUYA KIKUMASA/Staff photographer truck owned by Everett Daily.
The suspect allegedly continued
in Daily's truck and Mattoon
Pam Bertucci, a soplwmore English major, takes advantage ofwann wearher Thursday morning and makes police followed the stolen vehicle.
an anklet at the south side of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
At least one round of ammunition

Tying the knot

was fired at Mattoon police by the
suspect, said a press release.
O'Dell said the suspect shot at a
Mattoon squad car at least once.
1be sospect struck a car at 20th
Street and Champaign Avenue, displayed the handgun and shot himself in the groin area. He was taken
to Sarah Bush Lincoln Hospital
and is listed in good condition.
"The situation was potentially
life threat.ening for the officers and
other people," O'Dell said.
O'Dell said there is a set of policies that police use for pursuing a
vehicle if the suspect is wanted for
more than a regular traffic stop.
''The officers used evasive
action to terminate the pursuit and
to get the vehicle stopped before it
went into the city," O'Dell said.
"This (car jacking) is considered
an armed felony and is very serious."
·
O'Dell said the suspect was
eventually stopped near a school
and just as children were being dismissed.

Forty-four faculty to be honored with awards Saturday
By ELLEN EARDLEY
[Mministration editor

or tenured-track faculty who have outstanding achievements in one of three categories:
performance of primary duties or teaching,
Forty-four Eastern faculty will receive research and/or creative activity, and service
Faculty Excellence Awards during a dinner to the university, said Shelly Aock, director
at President David Jorns' university house of public infonnation.
Faculty who will receive an award for
friday evening.
Award winners will receive $1,300 paid teaching include: Bill Addison, associate
in two installments over the summer. professor of psychology; Carol Armstrong,
Recipients will also have $650 added to associate professor of home economics;
~irJ1DD¢ba.w.·salamy fmne&t~
, . Rqger Darding, professor of botany; Suhrit
'. I·~~}1·.difficab W make these D~y. professor of mathematics; Robert
decisions because only·the best were nomi- Fischer; associate professor of zoology;
aated," said Mary Wohlrabe, chairwoman John Gardner, professor of physics; Frank
of the Faculty Excellence Awards Goldacker, associate professor of communiCommittee. "All 99 of the nominees were cation disorders; Christine Helsel, associate
livell-qualified. There were many excellent professor of speech communication; Giles
Henderson; professor of chen:iistry; Dan
iJCOple who did not win."
The recipients are recommended by the Hockman, professor of history; Belayet
faculty Excellence Awards Committee, Khan, associate professor of geology;
which reviews the merit of each candidate. Roann Kopel, associate professor of
Their recommendations go through Vice accounting and finance; Johnny Lee Lane,
resident for Academic Affairs Terry professor of music; Jean Smitley, associate
ei:dher's office.
professor of communication disorders;
1lfe(li\Wrds are given annually to tenured Karen Whisler, associate professor at Booth

Library; Roger Whitlow, professor of
English; Elizabeth Wilkins-Canter, associate professor of secondary education and
foundation; and Susan Woods, professor of
health studies.
"I'm very pleased to receive this award,"
Henderson said. "I'm a recipient of a
National Science Foundation Grant that
would enable our department to build up a
laser spectroscopy lab."
Faculty who will receive an award for
research/creative activity include: Minh
Quang Dao, associate professor of economics; Gregory Galperin, associate professor of mathematics; Hillel Gauchman, professor of mathematics; Elizabeth Harris,
associate professor of botany; Michael
Havey, associate professor of psychology;
Paul Hayden, professor of music; Hongyu
Ji, associate pro(essor of art; Ping Liu, associate professor of technology; Carla
McKonough, associate professor of
English; Karen Natz, associate professor of
business education arid administrative information; and David Radavich, professor of

English.
"I feel fortunate that we have very good
support campus-wide in supporting faculty
doing creative research," Liu said
Faculty who will receive awards for service include: Jeffery Boshart, associate professor of art; Rori Carson, associate professor of special education; Ruth Dow, professor of economics; Ron Gholson, professor
of secondary education and foundations;
Vince Gutowski, professor of geology;
Mary Anne Hanner, associate professor of
communication disorders; Judith lvarie,
professor of special education; Pat Stein
McCallister, professor of home economics;
Andrew Methven, professor of botany; Jill
Owen, associate professor of physical education; Gail Richard, professor of communication disorders; Dana Ringuette, associate professor of English; James Tidwell,
professor of journalism; Marilyn Wilkins,
professor of business education and administrative information; and Jane Wayland,
associate professor of management and
marketing.

JOrns brings Eastern budget Blood drive misses goal
concerns to Illinois House
By THERESA GAVUN

ActIVities editor

By ELLEN EARDLEY
jjninistration editor
President David Joms Thur-

&4a>' {onnally addressed state legi1d'ators in the Illinois House
Higher Education Appropriations
CQmmittee concerning Eastem's
budget.
.
t'Our testimony was well•teived," Joms said. "All the
qltstions were friendly and thorough."
Jams., Jill Nilsen, special assis~
tant to the president, Morgan
Ol$en, vice president for business
afl'airs, Lobbyist Chris Merrifield,
and Harvey Pettry, intern lobbyist, explained Eastern's need for a
S.56 percent budget increase for
the 1997 fiscal year and answered
lilfislator's questions.
"The hearing went very well,"
Nil~n said. "We received some
very positive comments on how
well he presented himself and
answered questions."
The appropriations committee
will listen to all budget requests
and vote. If our budget passes, it

I think it's recognized
.
in the legislature that
we are extremely
'underfunded in terms of
'
amount
of money appropriat~
ed per student. But we also
presented to them that we
have a high graduation rate,
retention rate and alumni
approval."
- Jill Niisen,
special assistant
to President Jorns
will move to the entire House of
Representatives, and then to the
Senate, Nilsen said.
"I think it's r~cognized in the
legislature that we are extremely
underfunded in terms of amount
of money appropriated per student," Nilsen said. "But we also
presented to them that we have a
high graduation rate, retention
rate and alumni approval."
Rep. Mike Weaver; an Eastern

graduate, is chairman of the
appropriations committee.
"(Weaver) spoke very highly of
us," Nislen said. "I think that
Eastern was well received and I
think that the legislators will
remember that."
Eastern's proposed budget,
which has been endorsed by the
Illinois Board of Higher Education and Gov. Jim Edgar, would
provide Eastern with $61.2 milijon - a 5.56 percent increase from
the 1996 budget of $58 million.
The proposed budget would
also provide EaStern with $1 million in capital funds for the planning of remodeling Booth
Library.
.
An additional $436,000 would
be appropriated for Eastern's
change from the Board of
Governor's to the Board of
Trustees.
The legislators can vote on the
):>udget until May 22, when the
General Assembly session closes.
Nilsen said legislators were
pleased with Eastern's student
tuition review committee.

The turnout for the final Eastern blood drive of the semester didn't go
. as well as planned.
1be 124 pints of blood collected today brings the to~ number of
pints to 397, said Dave Cline, donor services consultant for the
American Red Cross.
''I think they went pretty well," said Sonia Murdock, past vice-president for the Eastern blood committee. "We're happy because with finals
and it's the end of the year, (people still came out to donate)."
Murdock said next semester's blood drive is expected to go better
because it is week-long and in the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
"lbe Union is a little easier for pe<iple to come to,'" she said
The American Red Cross provides blood to approximately 115
hospitals in the St Louis area. Eastern hold blood drives every year to
support the red Cross. Cline said themes and contests are included with
the drives to attract better attendance.
Cline said the annual blood drive competition between Southern
Illinois University at Carbondale and Eastern has been held for three

yeacs.

The number of pints collected daily during the last blood drive were
recently under question after a member of the blood drive committee
misreported last year's numbers. •
Cline said Thursday that the number of pints the Red Cross collects
daily have always been reported correctly and it is his responsibility to
report those totals.
"The numbers are realistic," Cline said. "I provide (The Daily
&stem News) with the best infonnation available to me.
" ...the numbers released, I obtained them from the operation," he
said. '1n the numbers there was no deviation, no buffing them up or
taking them down:•
•
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Senate members
should ·use summer
to begin projects
Student Body president-elect Jason
Anselment and other senate members should
take advantage of the slow summer months
and use th~ time tq organize Student
Government and begin planning for the
upcoming school year.
The summer senate allows those members
of Student Government who stay at Eastern for
the summer to be part of
the organizing process
of Student Government.
Anselment said he is
planning on "house cleaning" and getting the
office ready for the fall semester.
By Anselment staying during the summer
and conducting a summer senate, it gives the
senate a jump start on the following school
year. The senate will be able to return in the
fall knowing what their goals for the year are.
In addition to cleaning out the Student
Senate office, the summer senate should be
brainstorming for plans for the next school
year. They may not have any power in the
summer to pass proposals, but they can begin
preparing for possible fall proposals.
The summer is an ideal time for planning
and coordination of events such as. the fall
Recognized Student Organization Day and
What has the Senate Done For You Lately?
If the senate actually wants to accomplish
things like voter registration the summer will
be their best opportunity to begin working on
these projects.
Without the normal burden of their Student
Government responsibilities, Anselment and
the senate members should be able to fully
investigate the feasibility of these and other
projects.
The senate should take time this summer to
do long-term investigation of the possibility of
completing large projects. This will save the
senate time for organization and planning in
the fall so they can dive right into the projects
when the fall senat,e resumes.
Just because it's summer doesn't mean the
senate. should relax. Instead, the S.tudent
Government members should be taking advantage of this time to improve themselves for the
future and plan projects that seem to get lost in
the sh~ffle when classes begin in the fall.

No sleep means more than being cranky
Sound the alarm. Get ready for
the battle of the semester. Finals
are here and sleep deprivation will
be the toughest enemy during the
next few days.
Lack of sleep affects physical
health, slows down productivity,
puts people in bad moods, TRAVIS SPENCER
increases the chance of accidents
and cause people to react differ- Regular columnist
ently in many situations.
Students will study 8ll night for
exams, read chapters and chapters
from text books, rewrite notes and memorize statistics all in
the name-of a good grade.
But if you lose too much sleep in the process, all the
studying in the world won't do any good. Lack of sleep will
affect every aspect of our lives. According to JoAnn Cutler
Friedrich's book "Sleep Matters," sleep deprivation causes
PMS in women and physical abrasiveness in men. It also
will destroy our creativity and cause us to adapt criminal
instincts. She even says that the lack of sleep can have a
devastating effect to the economy and industry. In other
words, staying up all night to earn a good grade on a final
exam could place friends and loved ones in danger.
According to a sleep deprivation Web page, medical
advisers say adults should average 7.5 hours a sleep a night.
They said only two in every I00 people c~ get by with just
five hours of sleep.
"Because of the stimulating effect of our biological clock
and environment, we may not realize how sleep-depriyed
we are. At some point, however, a sleep debt can 'become
so great that we cannot resist it and we fall asleep - even in
a potentially dangerous situation;'
Students are going to be banging their heads on desks all
of next week if they don't get adequate sleep. Besides this,
everyone on campus is going to be temperamental and in
bad moods.
The medical advisers say weariness will lead to irritabili-

ty and depression. "Sleepy people
snap at c~workers, comp_lain
about anything and everything,
"No sleep
lose energy and motivations."
means no fun,
Eastern
student
Amy
Brigowatz, senior speech communo life, no
nication major, said if she doesn't
enthusiasm, no . get
her full seven hours of s~p.
creativity a.nd she will be restless and IQSf ;;oncentration.
bad health."
"I need seven hours to feel
refreshed, with. five I am kind of
restless," she said. "It's difficult to
remain on task when you haven't had the full seven hours
of sleep."
Brigowatz said sleep deprivation can also hinder her
social life.
"All of my friends want to go out and do fun things and I
can't even enjoy it," she said. "I graduate in two weeks and
it isn't any fun - it's a real quagmire."
No sleep means no fun, no life, no enthusiasm, no creativity and bad health. It also means people will treat you
differently and avoid you at all costs.
Brigowatz said people keep telling her that she needs
more sleep.
,.,
"I'm constantly explaining to people why I'm tired. It
must be obvious."
·
Worst of all, though, it seems everyone is tired and
everyone wants to complain about it.
'There just is a lot of unnecessary whining going on,"
Brigowatz said.
·
People need to quit whining about their long nights and
stick the next few days out. It will soon be all over and
summer will take away the long sleepless nights.
"May 11 is going to be here sooner than you diink we're all tired so quit wining," Brigowatz added.

-Travis Spencer is editor in chief for The Daily Eazrtem
Nt!Ws. His e-mail address is cutss@ecn.bgu.edu.

Edl.tor1·a1

' ' today's quote
Make ·no little plans; they have no
magic to stir men's blood~

Music course reveals
a whole new world
of varying cultures
Dear editor:
When I picked up the April 19
paper, I was appalled to see the bold
headline, "Committee advises students to avoid course." I was disheartened to find a committee of elementary and junior high education faculty
was formed to decide if they should
not recommend MUS 3562C as a
course to their majors because it is
taught by Doug DiBianco. What is
happening to this campus?
I am one of the many students who
has taken non-Western music.
However, I feel I may be in the minority who will admit I gained knowledge from the class. This class is
about music with roots from other
than what we call the " modern"
world. Places in China, Japan,
Australia, India and Africa are rich in
culture and diversity that we have
never seen nor heard. Many of the

~~!..~Y.MV9.~~·Pl.~~'!=P

your tµrn
taboo by us in the United States. In
order to understand why these countries use different types of musi~ in
ceremonies and entertainment, one
must understand the culture. This is
why DiBianco discusses what has
become an issue or controversy on
campus.
Yos, DiBianco may introc;luce topics that may seem to have nothing to
do with the class. But, he does it to
get his students to think in the right
frame of mind. It gets us out of our
Western influenced thoughts and into
a more abstract way of contemplating
the ideas presented in the music.
I can see the committee's concern
because of the many complaints students have filed against DiBianco .
However, I feel these students may
not have allowed themselves to look
past their own perceptions and
approach the class with an open mind.
A committee shouldn't decide if students should be advised against a
class when students have other· Third
·Wtirld ciio'ttts: Yf~h6oltl· M ir1no·lh~

students. If the reputation of the class
i:loesn't deter them from even registering for it, then what DiBianco forewarns all of his students from at the
beginning of the course should. If not,
then students should suck it up, open
their minds, and learn something new.

Terri Emmerich
Junior special education major

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News encourages letters to the editor concern~
local, state, national or internatiooal
issues.
Letters should be less than 3!10
words. For the letter to be printed, the ,
name of the author, the' aut.11 r"s
address, telephone nuntber, yeat; in
school and current maj<?_r must be
included. Starting today, all letters
received will be printed in the summer
edition of The News, which begids
June 10.
Anonymous letters will not be
printed.
If a letter. ·h·as more than th
authors. o~. lhc name
.lhe
·~·Wttf&. . jtlifitetf. •
. l
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tueferits' Commercial activity
·bsence
on Eastern's WEB
urts local
site
raises
questions
usiness
By DONNA CUISIA
Campus editor

Students leaving for the summer tHditionally have a big
liipact on local businesses.
Nicholas Poulus, manager of
IWsie's Restaurant and Bar, 615
Monroe A've: said business
creases once many Eastern
~dents leave for the summer.
"Business goes down tremenusiy after the students leave,"
ll'oulus said.
b'1!fhe kids. leaving causes us
to have a big loss in business."
Poulus admits the town gets
calmer after the students leave.
"Face it, after the kids leave,
this town is absolutely dead,"
Poulus said.
Other ·l ocal business managers agreed with Poulus.
Paul Mejdrich, general maniager at E.L. Krackers, 1405
fourth St., said business tends
mtil>i~R>w· duwn slightly in the
summer.
"Its not a major decrease, but
with the weather being nice,
people tend to come in for dinner later," Mejdrich said.
Mejdrich said Stu's Surf Side,
next to Krackers, cuts down on
its hours for the summer.
"Stu's is only open two days
a week expect for an occasional
mnction," Mejdrich said.
:'!!1e.re i~'t:e11~ptl¥ · ~~
.to stay open-Otherwise-;• ~ Mejdrich said Krackers loses
a lot of employees, ~ut it turns
out to be an advantage for the
people that are staying in
Charleston for the summer.
"We are losing a lot of people
this year that are either paduatibg or going home for the sumtaer," Mejdrich said.
"The other side of the coin is
Ul)e employee pool goet>
ml!~·pid so the pc;ople that are
y. taking a few houd can
w rL more hours."
Kracke:rs also stops servid!
ltunch after Mother's day un
tie students return in the fall.

.

I

Commercial activities have
been linked to Eastem's WEB
site proposing the question of
whether the WEB is being used
appropriately and the university
is being rightfully compensated.
The University WEB Committee will be writing a policy
dealing with WEB issues, said
Karl Bridges, committee member. He said commercial activities will probably be discussed.
Bridges said he is in the process of looking into the commercial activities happening on the
WEB.
He said there is a commercial
link to Eastem's WEB site with a
system, Coles County Electronic
Mail, which offers classified
advertisements, Yellow Pages,
theater listings and other commercial-like activities.

Because the primary purpose
of the WEB is to promote
instruction, the main question is
whether commercial activities
relate to education, Bridges said.
"What kind of link is there
between ads and education?" he
said. ''We need to look carefully
at doing things that are not related to our educational mission."
He also said if businesses are
going to use the university's
resources and personnel, a contract should be formed and
Eastern should receive fair compens.ation.
"We shouldn't just be subsidizing private businesses," he
'
said.
The University WEB Committee will meet next week,
possibly discussing the issue of
commercial activity on the WEB.
Chair of the committee, Jill
Nilsen, was unavailable for comment.

Art exhibition to feature
local children's work
By LIBBY ZWfLLING
Staff writer

The Fourteenth International
Children's Exhibition will feature artwork from seven surrounding counties· and many
from Nigeria:The exhibition will be on display from May 4 through June 2
in the Tarble Arts Center.
Artwork from 21 schools will
be in this year's exhibition along
with the irttemational pprtion of
this year's exhibition, which is
20 works from Nigerift.
The international exchange of
children's artwork was started by
Pat Mahler at Jefferson ElementA11 Scbool. said Kit Monce,
cw-ator of education for Tarble.
tut tea~rs ftom seven countje..s ar~ allowed to submit
between IO and 15 pieces from
their -ela8Ses~ The students' age's
range from kindergarten to

seniors in high school.
Morice said she is pleased
with this year's artwork and is
optimistic abuut the turnout
despite the end of the school
year.
"Traditionally, it's very well
received," Morice said. "The
teachers that participated did a
nice job of showca,sing works
used in their art programs."
Tarble's hours are from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday through
Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 °p.m.
Saturday and l p.m. to 4 p.m.
Su~y.
There will be a re<;ep,tion for
the partiC!PanU held ftotn 2 to 4
p.m. Sunday, May I <J in Tarble.
Certificates wiU be awarded and
about 800 reorl~ are e)pected to
atte.., Mtrice said~
h sbeei' numb1j of people
at the past receptions show the
comm
t_ g suppo~ fnr 'the
show," Morice said.
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The Weekend Is Always Special When
'. You Celebrate By Eating Pizza From:

JERKY·• s PIZZA
&PUB
CORNER OF 4TH AND LINCOLN
345-2844

cl=:r----------.-----------,
•

.

.

1

Large Single
Ingredient Pizza
& Qt. of Coke

1
1
~

Small Single
Ingredient Pim
& Qt. of Coke

Exp. 5/10/96

I

Exp. 5/1 0/96

Ingredient Pizza
& Qt. of Coke

1
;

·· : $_92$

i

I

~I

- Exp. 5/10/96

Ingredient Pizza
& Qt. of Co~e

$69$
Exp. 5/10/96

•

Sa

day ••• s2.oo covEtt
3 EASTERN 'BANDS

4 O'clock club at....

c./tl.arty's
$34~
· .
Italian Beef w!Fries
Mozz.arella and Fries

3~ Pitchers
Tonight

. YJebtt,

1··.I

.r.;..,

~

·Saturday • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
$ ~ GY,_ros wl Fries
SD Bottles

$1

SURPRI.SE YOUR FRIEND!
Pla:e aB I R THD AYA D witha
P I CTUR E AND M ES S AGE

Volleyball
Gyro T.wis

Bonfire
(brini your
own coucb)

DJ Marx
plunaer

I
I

L----------~---------~

w/SPECIAL GUEST FROM cmcAGO

aoore open at 4P,m and goe5til1am

1

: $7!>$ I $59$· :
I
I
I
t-i- - - - - - - - - - - ---i------------ -~""'7'
I
Large Two
S~all Two
1

2:00 p.m.
1:00 a -.m.
16 oz. MILWAUKEE5 5E5T LIGHT -50~

1
1

~>t::u...-tl.ttY

A. fV\vf-t::e.11

I

'I
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4 HOURS ONLY! TONIGHT 6pm- I Opm

ar Je Paper

ngel Soft

Bah Tissue

trowels
1 roll

4pack

] $I 00

9'

limit 2 please
while supplies last

limit 3 please
while supplies last

G Milk
12 Gallon

GA Buns

2% or whole

Hotdog/ ,
amburger

21$1 00

/$1 00

limit 2 please
while supplies last

limit 3 please
while supplies last

tdogs

6 oz.

$1 ·oo

¢Jib
while supplies last

gton
· ELICIOUS .

COLA
ducts

PPLES

¢/lb
whlle supplies last

9¢

99
Hmlt 1 please
while supplies last

ALL MOVIE OR GAME

RENTALS
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an arrested in connection
ith bank robbery in Mattoon
'ters
arleston poliee Tuesday
ted a Mattoon man in connec!With the March 26 bank robarleston Police arrested
McKinney, 28 of Mattoon,
on a complaint by the U.S.
'. and a warrant out for his
st in the alleged participation
the robbery of The Central
of Mattoon.
cording to a press release,
Jlnt'~ was taken to a federal
u ,.e in Urbana to wait for a
appearance.
fhe arrest was a result of a
11t investigation by the FBI,
n Police, Charleston Police
d the Illinois State Crime Scene
nit.
other city and campus news:
• Wanda Erickson, 45, of #5
·1 Run, reported between April
3 and Wednesday! that more than
,000 in computer equipment
'Was stolen from her vehicle.
~k ~on is employed as a court
hlhtooftfr and said she left the comter in the back seat of her car.
en she went to retrieve it on
nesday, she noticed it was
·sing.
Erickson listed a lap top comter valued at $3,922, several

BLOTTER
computer programs valued at $600
and several computer accessories
valued at $400 were missing.
• William L. Gruen, 18, of
2103 12th St. No. 101, was robbed
·at gun point at 12:52 a.m.
Wednesday in the 1000 block of
Cleveland Avenue.
According-to a police report,
Gruen said he heard footsteps
behind him and a suspect
approached him with a gun in
dark clothing.
Gruen said he continued to
walk until the suspect displayed
the gun and put it to Gruen's back
and asked for his wallet, said a
police report. Gruen handed over
his wallet and the suspect fled.
The police have no suspects in
the incident. Gruen's wallet contained $40 in cash, identification
and credit cards.
•John D. Wells, 21, of 607
Monroe Ave;; reported his vehicle
was damaged between 4 a.m. and
1 :45 p.m. Sunday, outside his
home.
According to a police report,
the sun roof of Wells' vehicle was
ripped off and the windshield was
smashed. The damage was esti-

mated at $250 for the sun roof and
$300 for the winillihield. The
police have no suspects. • Brian Kemkarilp, of i 202
No. 32 Lincoln Ave., was cited at
12:35 a.m. Wednesday in the 400
block of 10th Street with driving
under the influence, driving the
wrong way down a one way street
and fleeing and attempting to
elude police.
• Jason Mikuzis, 19, of 361
Carman Hall, was cited at 1: 19
a.m. Wednesday at 620 Sixth St.
with obscene conduct, minors frequenting a licensed establishment
aqd the purchase or acceptance of
alcohol by a minor.
• Jason Donnelly, 21, and
Mark Ahem, 20, both of 1509
Second St. No. 101, and Adam
Hanik, 21, of 1505 First St. No.
102 were cited at · 2:23 a.m.
Sunday with disorderly conduct
and criminal trespass to residence.
• Lousie Woodworth , o'f
Tuscola, was cited at 12:23 a.m.
Sunday with driving under the
influence and driving in the wrong
lane.
•Shannon R. Cornelius, 19, of
404 Lawson Hall, reported to
Campus Police that around 9 p.m.
Wednesday in the Lawson Hall
basement she djsc overed what
appeared to be an attempted
break-in.

oetry reading to honor former professor
By AMY MEEKER

Stlfl wrl:t£r
AD annual poetry reading held as a tribute to a
Jonner creative writing professor at Eastern will be
held today.
The 18th annual Allen Neff Memorial Poetry
ding will be held from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. today at
Tarble Arts Center.
The reading, "The Alumni Poets," will feat~
ladings from 11 former. Eastern students, said
Bruce Guernsey, director of the visiting writing
lieries.
"We invited former sbldents of ours who had been
l~s at Eastern and have gone on with their
and continue to write and publish today:• he

said. "The readers will read something they wrote
while attending Eastern and two or three of their
writings since attending."
The memorial series was established to commemorate Allen Neff's career as an English professor at
Eastern. Neff, who passed away in 1977, taught creative writing poetry.
Today's readers will be Elise Hempel, Michelle
Mitchell-Foust, Maggie Kennedy, Patrick Peters,
Angie Jennings, Graham Lewis, Jennifer Moro,
Chris Rosenstock, James Scruton, Tina Woolfolk
and Bob Zordani.
In the past, the series, which has been held annually since 1978, has featured Pulitzer Prize winners
Charles Simic and Maxine Kumin and Nobel Prize
in literature winner Seamus Heaney.

Chicken Wings

1/2 lb Hamburgers
Delivery • 348-8055 • 615 Monroe

~CONGR~T.UbATEf
'>: Tl1eH1 111 A 8peclt1/ !#if ~.
with

flowers
from
Nobles

'

al student music recitals this weekend
The final sbldent music recitals
k semester will be perfonned
wcelcend.
in Pruiett, a graduate slut Eastern, will be perfonnis first trumpet recital at
· at 7:30 p.m. Saturday in
ak Concert Hall in· the
Fine Arts Building.
fruiett will be accompanied on
•
by Steven Pee~ a professor
music department. and on
!19Jtrjlti by Herman Taylor, the

chairman of the music departmenL
Eastem's "top music sbldents"
will participate in an honors
recital at 3 p.m. Sunday at the
Dvorak Concert Hall in the
Doudna Fine Arts Building,
Thylor said.
The students will perfonn contemporary to 17th cenawy music,
said Parker Melvin, an assistant
professor for the music department.
"The Honors Recital this weekend will display the finest talent
the music department has to

offer," Melvin said.
Taylor said the students in the
each of the recitals had to audition
to be eligible to perform. The performance will consist of solos by
both singers and instrumentalists.
The honor students are picked
by a panel of musical professionals outside the university, Melvin
said.
"We are very proud of these
students, and they perform
extmnely well," Taylor said.
Awards and scholarships will
be presented immediately following the presentation, Taylor said.

ngratulations All Graduates

MOTICE~
'

.

Presentation Bouquets as low as $17.50
Plus many other decorative bouquets.
Noble flower Shop

50.3 Jefferson • 345-7007

ill

aEJ •

345-4743 • 3 W. Lincoln
WeAccept:

•

aEJ
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1 Large 1 Topping
and an Oriler of Crazy Bread
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2 Large 1 ·Topping
and an order of crazy bread
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Phone card links
Nichols to McVeigfl

NAOKO KOJIMA/Staff photographer

The beginning of the end
Erica Perfetti (left), a junior accounting major, and Michelle Mahaffay (middle), ajwiior special education
major, return refrigerators to Mark Wilson, a manager of Ice Boxer Thursday afternoon behind Steveruon
Tower.

DALLAS (AP) - A telephone
card found in the home of
Oklahoma City bombing suspect
Terry Nichols was rep0rtedly used
to make more than. two dozen calls
to suppliers of bomb components in
the months leading up to the attack.
One of the calls was to the Ryder
store in Junction City, Kan., that
rented the truck used in the blast,
The Dallas Morning News and
CBS reported Thursday.
The suspects used the prepaid
card in the mistaken belief that it
would prevent their calls from
being traced, authorities said .
But a log of every single call was
obtained by the government, and
this record suggests Nichols'
involvement in the bombing may
have been more extensive than first
thought
Nichols' lawyer has said his
client split with fellow suspect
Timothy McVeigh in February
1995, but government sources told
the News that the phone records
will be used in court to show that
the suspects stayed in close touch
in the days before the explosion.
"It's not a crime for Terry
Nichols to call Tim McVeigh,"
McVeigh's lawyer Stephen Jones
told CBS. "It's only a crime if it
was part of a conspiracy. You don't
see that by just looking at the credit
cards." Terry Nichols' lawyer and

Agents arrest 150 drug couriers
linked to cocaine smuggling ring_
WASHINGTON (AP) - Federal
agents wrapped up more than 150
arrests Thursday designed to break
up a coast-to-coast MexicanColombian cocaine smuggling
ring that revealed new sophistication and distribution by growing
Mexican gangs.
Code-named "Zorro II," the
operation was the first to arrest
Mexican drug couriers and dealers
and Colombian traffickers from
ring managers in this country
down to street-level crack oooaine
dealers, Drug Enforcement
Administration officials said.
~s begen in February, but
their Unk to the overall irri1estigation by 10 federal and 42 state and
local law enforcement ,agenfies
was not disclosed until they were
~mpleted.

Tuutlklay.

Beginning last Septembet,
agents traced cocaine produced by
Colombia's Cali cartel as it was
driven by Mexican couriers across
the U.S .-Mexican border in
Cal~fornia, Arizona and Texas to
the stash houses of wholesalers in
Los Angeles . From there, the
cocaine was distributed to
Colombian street dealers in the
Washington Heights section of
New York City and in Richmond,
Va.., and to Mexican dealers in the
West, in Texas and in Chicago,
DEA agents said.
,
Undercover agents, infonnanti
and more than 90 court-authoriied
wiretaps. were used to track the
cocaine and identify ring mem-

bers..
"We have surgica}ly removed an
entire op$tion," said Mike H<mt-,

chief of DEA special operations.
"We took out not just the top people - the cell managers and major
wholesalers - but we also atf<lcked
the violent local organiz.ations. We
took everything."
Horn said the ring moved
~aine with a wholesale value of
$100 million during the eigbtmonth investigation. He said the
arrests would only disrupt, not
halt, the smuggling because the
Mexicans and Colombians have
other similar rings operating in this
country.
Some of the Mexicans in custody are associates of the
Arellano-Felix brothers gang in
Tijuana, one of four major
Mexican gangs, said Theresa Van
Vliet, th~ Ju'stice Department's
narcotics section chief.

prosecutors ~e<l.to ~o~..9~
Twenty·~9 of. tl\e~~fl r
made during tfiree' Tays in
September 1994, to ~omp.anie1
including raq{rfg fi$el~s1tf01'Pfs .
chemical distributors"arid entr.ot.ibe
nation's largest explosives manufacturers.
That wave of calls .£Pe'ii!f.
days before Nichols and MCVe1~
alleged~y be~an bp..yjn~./ ~ o!
ammomum mtrate feJtil~~~r 1tfle:
component used in the April ,19,
1995, bombing that killed l6S
ple.
Records show the calls to co~
panies whose products can be used
in bombs continued in qc}ob~
1994 from Kingman, Ari~.• ~~9~
the same time that the.ft~s~.e6J5'
allegedly drove there to.hi~· ~1$>~~
e]!:plosives, the newspaper said,
Three of the Arizona calls were
made from the home of Michael
Fortier, whom McVeigh often visil-1
ed."
Fortier, a former Army buddy of
McVeigh.' s, has pleaded guilty to
knowing about the bomb plot and
doing nothing to stop it. He p~a"W
testify for the government. : ~
The phone rec~ .f&'<§~ ~fhf
McVeigh traveled around the CIJWl<
try, several calls were made to
Nichols' home, right up until the
day before the bombing, accordina
to the news reports.

Gas tax hearings scheduled
WASHINGTON (AP) - Having declared Memorial Day as their target
to repeal President Clinwn's 1993 gasoµ.pe.Ttax
Reoublir"n" ant
, ~ .. '-i:;o- increa..e'I
'f ..1111Jm- ct -lfJ u vmw~rrwplamring a full menu.of news aonfe~s, .iµic!,co~~~~ ·fpj
highlight their tax-cutting zeal.
Senate Minority Leader Tom Daschle, D-S.D., meanwhile, said
Wednesday Democrats would permit repeal of the 4.3-cent-per-gallon
surcharge only if the legislation "ensures that whatever benefit may be
derived from this effort goes directly to the consumer." And he said
Democrats would look at pairing the gas-tax reduction with an increase
in the minimum· wage, a suggestion raised by Senate Majority Leader
Bob Dole, R-Kan. House Republicans, howe~. expressed little enthusiasm for the linkage.
Senate Finance Committee Chairman William V. Roth. R-Del., scheduled a hearing on Friday featuring witnesses rcp~ting car owners,
truckers, bus operatorS and others pinched by gasoline~· rJ' b!}ri&i
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Only a handful left, so don't miss out! • CALL TODAY!!
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k
olocaust
·ctims'

~%~1'Wfilf'Wet'e 'a'rliong-tfie
6 million killed by the Nazis

'1iring World War II.
Swiss bankers previously said
llley had found about $34 million in unclaimed accounts, prelumably belonging to Holocaust
lictims.
But Jewish groups have
accused the banks of holding up
to $7 billion in assets.
Edgar M. Bronfman, who
iigned on behalf of the World
·sh Congress, said the search
r lost and looted Jewish propy would go beyond banks to
er institutions, such as insurce companies, and to other
ntries, such as the former
mmunist states of Europe.

m 1'.tllicw

TETSUYA KIKUMASA/Staff photographer

Work of art
Senior studio art majors Carey Netherton (front) and Bryan Beurskens
place Netherton's art "Encounter," a combination of welded steel and
wood, in front of the Sculpture Studio Thursday afternoon.

SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Require more experience for judges? Nope. Keep the state from
bossing ~d local governments? No way.
IncreAse education spending? Not a chance.
In their spting session lawmakers offered idea
after idea for amending the state constitution more than 40 proposals in all.
But they didn't approve a single amendment
for voters to consider in the fall.
Some amendments got votes and still went
nowhere. The House, for instance, voted
Thursday for an amendment shielding local
governments from state mandates even though
the Senate insisted on a different version.
"I'm disappointed. 1bere were a lot of good
constitutional amendments," said Sen. Kirk
Dillard, a Hinsdale Republican who sponsored
an amendment requiring judges to have more
legal experience. "I wish we could have done
something." Some proposals never had a
chance.
Gov. Jim Edgar proposed an amendment to
set a minimum state funding level for education
while providing local property tax relief. It was

$400 million for education.

He had a hard time even finding a lawmaker
willing to sponsor the measure, and legislative
leaders stopped the idea dead in its•tracks.
Others were done in by squabbling between
the House and Senate.
Both chambers supported amendments making it more difficult for the state to impose
"unfunded mandates" - ·that is, telling local
governments to offer a new service but not providing money to pay for the service.
But each version ha'd a different set of exceptions. The Senate passed its favorite, the House
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CHICAGO (AP) - Gregory
Clepper's courtly manner impressed his neighbors, so they
were surprised to hear he had
been charged with killing 12
women, stashing one of the bodies in his closet until his mother
could help him dispose of it.
Clepper lived on a quiet street,
in the house where he grew up.
Neighbors said that despite his
habit of smoking crack cocaine,
he was polite ~d personable:
But police said Thursday that
on at least 12 occasions, Clepper
violently exploded, strangling or
beating prostitutes and leaving
their bodies in alleys or 'garbage
bins.
Clepper has signed written
confessions to the killings, State's
Attorney Jack O'Malley said. He
said be had not decided whether
to seek the death penalty. Clepper
was being held without bond on
12 counts of first-degree murder
and three counts of aggravated
sexual assault.
Clepper's mother has also
admitted to helping him dispose
of one of the bodies, police said.
Clepper, 28, killed the women
between 1991 and last week
when they became angry with his
refusal to pay them, police said.
One of the bodies was discovered

part of a plan requiring a $1.9 billion tax
increase, $1.5 billion in property tax relief and

Jl'ish Sandwich
Basket

Walleye Plate
Dinner

!!IGll

by a worker sorting items at the
city's recycling center.
Clepper's arrest marked the
third time in less than a year that
police accused a South Side man
of being a serial killer.
"When you hear about two or
three serial killings within a year,
you have to think it's extraordinary, even in a city the size of
Chicago," said Jack Levin, a
criminology professor at Northeastern University in Boston.
Hubert Geralds Jr., 30, arrested
last summer and facing charges in
six homicides, also targeted prostitutes and drug addicts, police
said. The third suspected killer is
Ralph Harris, 23, who is charged
with killing five men, all believed
to be robbery victims.
Clepper had worked a few jobs
but spent much of his time with
neighbors on South Carpenter
Street, on a quiet residential
block populated mostly by older
people, said Lois Crane, 59, who
has lived on the street for 31
years.
"I've known him all his life,"
Crane said. "He was always
polite and mannerable. Only
once, when he was walking with
a young woman,-did I hear him
get loud and absurd, and use profanity."

Lawmakers fail to approve a single amendment
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Despite crack habit,
killer a 'polite' man

ankers

'#tEW ).'.pRK (AP) - Swiss
likers agreed Thursday to
their vaunted secrecy laws
d search foi; millions of dots - possibly even billions osited by Jews who later
in the Holocaust.
"A six-member commission
II receive claims of Holocaust
ivors and heirs and super. auditors who will trace the
aims.
The Swiss Bankers Assoc"on and a coalition of Jewish
anizations each appointed
e members to the commison.
"We're going into unprecented territory," said Avraham
g, one of the signers and the
a~rman of the Jerusalemd Jewish Agency.
Switzerland's famous bank
recy laws were enacted in the
1930s to safeguard assets by
'ding the identity {)f depositors, but the laws have thwarted
heirs of Holocaust victims who
tould not identify the secret,
launbered accounts of deceased
atives.
The agreement is aimed at
nsolving a dispute over the
ereabouts of money deposit-
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scrapped voted 96-15 to scrap it Thursday, and
both versions were left in limbo.
Sunday is the deadline for approval, but lawmakers have left Springfield until Tuesday.
''They (the House) are going to have to wear
the collar for that. not us," said Senate President
James "Pate" Philip, R-Wood Dale.
Republican leaders in both chambers agree
on one problem: Democrats.
Constitutional amendments cannot pass
unless they are supported by at least three-fifths
of the lawmakers. Even if every Republican
supports an amendment, it still needs a few
Democratic votes.
Democrats refused to support many of the
Republican initiatives.
Of course, many lawmakers are happy with
the outcome.
"Republicans are very skeptical about changing the Constitution. That's the nature of conservatism," said Daniels' spokesman, Mike Cys.
·~·s why you're going to have a lot of difficulty in getting something through both chambers."
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Track teams hit overdrive for Mid-Con meet
By MATT WILSON
. .writer
This Saturday, both the men's and
women's Panther track teams return home
for their last meet before conference. They
will be competing against Indiana State,
Western Illinois, Illinois State, Parkland
Community College and Bradley.
Head coach John Craft expects a lot from
the women's team.
"With one week before conference, I hope
to see people polish every.thing up ,and see
where we are," said Craft. "I just hope we
can jump as far as we can and run as fast as
we can. I also hope the weather will be in the
70s or wanner."
Junior Tisha Alvarez will be competing in
this meet, even with a fractured wrist Craft
said she wil1 be competing in every event
except the shot put.
Eastem's women's team has already com-

peted against some of these
teams. Indiana State beat
them soundly and they
have also been beaten by
Western illinois.
At last weekend's Drake
Relays, senior high jumper
Trliany Jansen was 1,mable
Tisha Alvarez to clear the opening height
of 5 feet 1 inches. Craft
expects her to do much better at this meet.
"The opening height at Drake was 5 feet 1
inches and her best this year is 5 feet 8 inches," Craft said. "Still, she had some really
solid attempts at 5-feet 1 inches, just missing
it the second time. She is excited about
redeeming herself and should be ready to
click."
Craft also said this meet will help his team
in preparation for conference.
"How they do in this meet is a good indication of how ·they do in conference," said

Craft. "The performances should be coming."
Men's head coach Tom Akers had been
questioning his team's confidence levels
lately, but he said his athletes are getting
much better.
'The confidence levels have been on the
rise and were really good at Drake last weekend." Akers said "The layoff and this being
the last home meet should bring their confidence levels up even more."
Coming off the layoff last weekend. Akers
hopes his team is hungry for competition and
that it will be ready to go - especially with
the competition at the meet
"I hope to see our intensity piCk up a little
bit more," said Akers. "We are using this as a
tune-up for our conference meet and trying
to determine the last possibilities to make the
conference squad."
Akers said the 4 x 100 relay team of junior
Ray Helms, freshman Cameron Mabry,

'

'

I hope to see our intensity pick
up a little bit more. We are using
this as a tune-up for our conference

meet...n

·Tom Akers,

Men'•traclrcoech
freshman Chris Watson and sophomore
George Wtlson have still not showed their
best performance. He said that it is because
of bad handoffs or bad weather, but their best'
performance is yet to come.
. ..
Akers said that competing af haiAA
w
ilt
"'!
• .
help out Eastern.
"It will be nice to be able to come Oµt and
have fan and family support," said Akers.
After this meet, Eastern will be competing
in the Mid-Continent Conference meet at the
University of Missouri at Kansas .9.~i~
May 10-11.
~
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frompagel2A - - - - - - - - - - - - ,....--,_..,,,..,....,.,.,._._ over the past and on," she said. "For the most awards as third baseman Any
took the second game 4-2.
Ernst was named Mid-Con
The only other team the
few weeks. part, its been better lately."
Freshman · Stacy Siebert Player of the Week and starter
Panthers could face in the douEverybody is
hitting just moved from shortstop to starting Nicole Trepstra was named Midble-elimination tournament is
Troy State, a team they have
about at their pitcher early in the year due to an Con Pitcher of the Week.
DePaul led the league in sluginjury to pitcher Mandy Whitenever faced.
best."
Three regu- and went 12-4. had an·ERA of ging percentage (.412), ERA
"They haven't played us
either, so we're at the same dislar starters are 1.59 and was named the Mid- (1.41), homeruns (23}, stolen
bases (85) and fielding percentadvantage," Fox said. "But we're
hitting at or Con Pitcher of the Week twice.
Jett Cherveny above .300, inThe only bad outing she's had age (.952)
not taking anything for granted."
And remember, Bonk drove in
With the two losses to
cluding center in her last ten appearances came
Western, and two more to Illinois fielder Jen Cherveny (.410), first against Illinois State as the two runs against Eastern -in
State, the Panthers ride a four baseman Emily Starkey ( .328) Redbirds .came back from a 6-0 DePaul's win at the invite.
However, Fox said DePaul
game winning streak into the and catcher Jamie Skerski (.300). deficit to win 8-6.
Shortstop Kim Hartzler is hi~
tournament. But Fox said the
Before the start, Siebert was will not have the best momentum
team has faced tough teams and ting .291 and leads the team· in on a nine-game personal winning goins into the tournament.
is playing very well.
doubles (10) and RBis (22).
"They lost two to Troy State
streak.
"Overall I'm very pleased with
Pitching-wise, Fox said the
The Julie Bonk-led Blue on Sunday," she said. "They're
how we've played at the end of team could be hot or could be Demons ended their season on a not on the biggest streak, and
four-game winriing streak. Also, they're not as confident as they
the season," she said. "Our hit- cold.
ting has been doing very well
"Our pitching is kind of off DePaul swept the final Mid-Con (were earlier in the season)."
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predictor·
MIAMI (AP) - Scottie Pippen
said last week that the Miami Heat
post.d no challenge for the Chicago
Bulls.
He was right
Pippen achieved die 1,7~ melB.~~
double of his career ~idlf'O
Chicago won its wai of \void's1;rl
against the Heat, completing a
sweep of the first-round playoff
series with a 112-91 victory.
"I mouthed off a little bit,"
Pippen said, "but my teammates
met me halfway."
"He's the team captain and he
spoke for the team, and we believed
in what he said," Michael Jordan
said. "We just dido 't say it. We
came out ..~ plaved and did it••:
· l H.&'#
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Attention all Graduating ·Seniors!!
If you did not receive this message in the mail,: we are printing this just for YOU!

MARTIN l.JJTHER KING JR. UNIVERSITY UNION

EAsTERN IWNOIS UNIVERSITY
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
CHARLESTON, IL 81820

217/ 581-2812

Dear Graduating Senior:

It's time to l'CICI ve JOUI' yeaibookln
You may resisfer to have your 1996 Warbler, the yearbook deta.iUng all of the major events of your
senior year, mailed to you. The book Is free to all students who were full time during the fall and
spring semesters of the 1995-96 academic year.
All you have to do Is fill out the form below and deliver it to the Student~ desk locai114.
outside of the Uolftrslly Ballroom in the UnJversicy Union or mail it back to us (of course, you
could also pick up a copy of the boolc in 4ugust when Ibey arrive on campus).
The only cost is a $4 fee for postage in the United States. For students who want their books mailed
overseas the cost will be $38 by aJr or $15 by sea (these arc the exact costs for us to mail the ·
yearbook). Please return your form before you leave school so you don't foqpet (or have them
postmarked by May 11th)!

'

Social Security

Number:--- ...-------

Address yearbook is to be mailed to_
· -------------------~__,
Apt. No.
Street
City

State

-

Return to: Tin '\VAJIBIJ!ll

Martin Luther King University Union
EASTERN IWNOIS UNIVERSITY
SilJDENT PUBLICATIONS

CHARLESTON. IL 61920

Amt. Paid

Zip Code

...~ ~
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ennis teams netted success, despite youth
The men started off the season on a tear
as they went 5-1 and played some weak
teams over their spring break trip to Hilton
Head,S.C.
"Our schedule was one of our weaknesses," Brandon Kuhl said. "We didn't play
many strong teams which hurt us in the
long run."
The women, too, started the season
strong with a 5-1 record, eventually finishing 9-6.
Kramarski said the seniors of Terra
Erickson, Kuhl, Brad Rozboril, and
Stephanie Sullivan played a key role on the
team by continually providing leadership
and motivation to the others on the team.
Rozboril struggled at No. l singles compiling a 3-10 record, but did fare better
when teamed up with Kuhl for No. l doubles, where they were 7-6.
Kuhl was a combined 7-4 at both No. 1
and No. 2 singles and is happy with the way
he finished out his Panther career.
"It went as well as I imagined it would,"
Kuhl said. "I would have liked to finish
higher, but I'm not going to dwell on it."
The women's team was definitely the

arski 's teams
wweak schedule,
no weak results
Tbe re~ults this year for the men's and
·n's tennis team were comparable to

year.
women once again finished with the
' CHfiference record at 5-2 opposed to
men at 5-3. For the second year in a row
women finished one slot higher than the
at their last Mid-Continent Conference
ent. Both teams will be moving to
Ohio Valley Conference next year.
The Lady Panthers finished third while
fie men were fourth.
cogf~ence) the women were really
a.'~t, especially upsetting the No.
sted Troy State," head coach Rosie
arski said. 'That's when they played
ir best and put everythi!Jg together."

CORE
*'the game.

Samuels said Moore wasn't playbecause of his performance in

Moore believes he was benched

lecause the coach preferred to play
·n players more than others,
because
he wasn:t wantrA
t.}.t.1 Uiff, .... J.~~·~t..\
"I never 1elt comxoname or wanted," Moore said "I alwayffeh there
was something pers.onal (involved
kl contribute to my lack of playing
6me)."
But Samuels said no personal
feelings entered into Moore's time
111 lhe court.
"I didn't have anything personal
IJainst Larry," Samuels said. "His
main problem was he wasn't getting
IDY playing time - and he had to
• .: l

MERDA
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Moore didn't expect to be a
or even the sixth man off the
J I '
.JIB~·~ did think he should
played more than he did.
were some games he didn't
lfep on the court, except for in
-ups and to leave the court

ltJ.)" .J V
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~~r in the season, _Moore had

16 OZ. LG. DRAITS ~1.50
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put together strong doubles play that played
an important role to win a lot of matches,"
Kramarski said.
While Kramarski said the women peaked
at conference, the men began earlier in the
season.
"The men started coming together the
beginning of April," Kramarksi said.
"Against Butler and St. Louis they started
playing hard."
Kuhl said one of the team's .biggest
strengths went far beyond their physical
strengths.
"We· all got along and it helps the team if
you're friends with the next guy," Kuhl
said. "There's still competition there, but
you're not at each others.' throats."
Next year the teams will be turning over
a new leaf.
Not only are they moving to the OVC,
but they will have a much younger makeup,
and Sullivan can't make any solid predictions to their future.
"For the freshmen and the move to the
Ohio Valley it's hard to say," Sullivan said.
"We beat one (OVC team) at Hilton Head. I
think they should do very well."

no idea why he wasn't getting the
this year the higher-ups in the Major League office of the park that leaves the crowd in aw.
playing time he expected. But later
In years past, if a team had a 10-4 lead late in
have ordered the ball be altered to make it more
in the year he realized he wasn't
the game, one could turn off the television and
lively.
playing because of his style of play.
'They have done this to draw more fans or bring take on another task, but not this year. No lead Is
Moore said he is used to playing
back old ones because baseball is often criticized safe.
an up-tempo, run-and gun style of
Juicing the ball is just another ploy by baseball
for being boring and too slow.
basketball. But the Panthers usually
Sure, everybody likes to see someone spank one to increase fan interest.
play at a slower-paced, half-court
Well, since everybody supposedly likes to see
out of the park, but tb.is year it is a bit ridiculous.
set He said he shouldn't have been
A ball that would normally be an lazy fly ball to homeruns hit, what's next?
recruited if Samuels wanted him to
Maybe next year they'll allow aluminum bats.
the outfield in other years is now a killer shot out
play a different style of basketball.
When Moore told Samuels he
wasn't happy with his future
prospects as a Panther, and that he
frompagel2A
planned on transferring, he said the
In last year's tourney, Eastern
but still remain in first place in
In the tourney, Eastern will
coach didn't try to change his mind
"At the end of the season that was the Mid-Con in fielding with a likely take on New York Tech in lost the first game in double
the opening round of the double- elimination to Troy State 13-6,
true, but there were signs during the .971 average.
elimination
tourney.
which was followed up by a 4-3
Valpo
may
also
be
looking
for
season he wasn't happy and he was
revenge
in
this
two-game
stint
"Last
year
in
the
tournament
loss
to Youngstown State.
leaving," Samuels said. "Many pc.er
"Our team has won the Midpie, including myself, tried to with Eastern, as they were swept we got off on the wrong foot and
by the Panthers back in mid- obviously this year we want to Con West Division the last two
encourage Lany to stay."
April,
sending the Crusaders out get off on the right foot," seasons and this is the first time
Samuels said there were plenty of
of
second
place.
Schmitz said. "I hope to see our they have had back-to-back wintimes when he and his coaching
The final game of the year guys relax and come out and ning records since 1988-89,"
staff talked to Moore about the
problems, but the freshman's mind will be against Bradley Tuesday play well. We've beaten some Schmitz said. "(And) since our
at 3 p.m. From there, the strong teams this year like team has made it through a lot of
was set.
'This year was a waste of time, Panthers will begin preparing for Illinois and Iowa and our guys adversity, I hope to see us carry
because I didn't benefit anything as their trip Troy, Ala. on May 10 know what they are capable of · this confidence into the tournament."
doing."
for the Mid-Con tournament.
far as basketball," Moore said

345-7849
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younger of the two, as the
team was composed of
-0nly two seniors while the
other five playen were
freshmen.
Kramarski said she
noticed a change in the
freshtnen on b9th teams
Rosie
throughout the season.
Kramarski
"I feel maybe in the
beginning, the level of
play, especially the freshmen had to adjust
and play a more aggressive style of play,"
Kramarski said. 'They realized they had to
take one match at a time and make the
adjustment from high school style of play
to college,"
For the men Sargy Letuchy had the best
singles record at 10-2 where he played No.
3, 4 and 5 singles. The women had three
players tied with seven wins in singles play.
Kelli Kuhl (No. 6) was 7-2, Erinn
McFadden (No. 3) was 7-5, and Terra
Erickson (No. 2) finished out the season at
7-6. All season long the teain pointed to its
doubles teams.
'The women came together in the end to
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TEXTBOOK RENTAL SERVICE
DON'T LET TIME RUN OUT ON YOU!
DEADLINE FOR SPRING 1996
TEXTBOOK RETURNS
IS FRIDAY, MAY 10TH AT 4:30PM
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No Moore: Panther guard to transfer
Chad Merda
Staff writer

Merda Theory
of big league's
juiced-up balls
"It might be, it could be, it is!
Holy Cow!," "Put it on the board,
yyeeesss!" or even a simple "Kiss
it goodbye!"
These things are being said on
a regular occasion around the
major lCigues so far this year.
Not only are many homeruns
being hit, but many of them are
monstrous shots that seem impossible. For example, Matt Williams
hit a homerun 501 feet earlier this
year at Wrigley Field.
Granted it was at Wrigley with
the wind, and you have to factor
in it was against Cubs' pitching,
but a 501-foot homerun doesn't
happen quite often.
I am a firm believer in. the
'juiced" baseball theory of 1996,
and one example focusing on
Williams may not be enough to
sway people. to believe there is
some funny business going on in
the Majot Leagues. But ponder
this.
Brady Anderson, .Barry Bonds,
and Gaiy Sheffield are all on pace
for 70 homeruns.
Keep in mind, the season
r~ord for homeruns in a se~n
is 61 by Roger Maris - which has
stood for some 35 years.
There are five others who are
either on pace or have a very
good t:hance at breaking the 61·
homer plateau.
Some people say it is still early
and the homeruns will drop 'off.
There has been no sign of that.
Not onfy are homeruns on the
nse, but more runs are being
scored this year than any other.
"lready there have been three
games in which a team scored 20
runs or more - most recently
Sunday when the E~pos beat the
Rockies 21-9.
Just looking at the box scores,
the odds are in favor there will be
at least two or three teams that
score at least l 0, or maybe 15
runs.
Another out-of-line statistic is
the fact that Barry Bon~ is on
pace for 208 RBI. There' are "six
others on pace to reaeh the 175
mark.
Baseball analysts say there are
two possible reasons for the
influx of homeruns, high scoring
games and fast rising ERAs.
First, expansion has depleted
the quality of pitching and therefore that accounts for the increase
of bomeruns and total runs
scored. This is a valid point since
ERAs have been rising since the
inaugural year of the Marlins ana
Rockies.
But, I believe in the juiced ball
theory because it makes perfect
sense.
Last year after the strike, fan
interest was drastically down, so
See MERDA page lJA

Freshman to leave
Rick Samuels' club
after 'waste of time'
By E. DARNELL WILLIAMS
Staff writet
Larry Moore, a freshman guard on the
. men's basketball team, has decided to transfer
after what he termed "a disappointing season." Moore plans to transfer to the University

of Southern Indiana in lieu
of remaining a Panther.
"Sitting the bench was the
hardest thing I've had to
deal with in my life." Moore
said. He averaged four
points in just 19 games for
Eastern last season, playing
Larry Moore only 85 minutes all year.
Moore attended St. Francis DeSales High School, where be played
four years of varsity basketball. As a two-year
team captain, he led the team with an average
of 24 points and seven assists a game.
He also was the recipient of several

statewide honors: the Chicago Sun-Times and •
Chicago Tribune all-state teams, All Catholic
League and All-Area and the Daily Southtown
"Athlete of the Week."
Moore was highly recruited by head coach
Rick Samuels and ·his staff; and they thought
he had a lot of potential.
Samuels was attracted to Moore's shooting
ability, but a player's ability to shoot doesn't
guarantee him playing time.
'!No one is guaranteed a specific amount of
time," Samuels said. "Time depends on the
player's performance in practice and game situations."
See MOORE page llA

KRISTINE HILLMAN/Staff photographer
Eastern catcher Brandt Whitehead throws back topiti:her Brian Neal befo" the Panthers· 8-6 loss to Southern Illinois Wednesday. The Panthers
will face Chicago State Friday and Valpara'iso Sunday in preparatiqn for the Mid-C(}ntinent Ctfnference Tournament in Troy, Ala., May 10-12.

Ready to repeat, .Panthers set for Cougars
By BR~AN LESTER
Associate. sports editor

•

Eastern's baseball team has eiperienced
success throughout most of its run to a second straight Mid-Continent Conference title.
And while there was i~consistency at times,
Panther skipper Jim Schmitz is pleased with
the year in general.
"At the beginning of the season we were
picked to finish third in the ~id-Con and we
just sat down as a team and made a corilmitment to winning the West Division," Schmitz
said...I'm excited how we ended up and the

team did a ~at job Chis y~"
However, the season is not over yet for the
Panthers (22-2Q. 13~3 in the Mi~~~n), as
they still have five ~ames left itt the 1996
season - four agaipt Mid-Co11 rival$. The
Panthers will begin the final leg of the season
today at home in a doubleheader against
Chicago State before ending the conference
pOrtion of the season with a two-game series
on the road against '5Uparaiso on S.unday.
Both doubl~headers begin at 1 p.m.
Eastern continues to perform well offensively, as they head into the final week of the
season with its .325 average from the plate

this year. The Panthers are also third in the
Mid-Con irr bringing runners across the plate,
as they h!ve Scored Z78 this season.
However, the Panthers are coming off an
8-6 loss ta Southern Illinojs Univer~ity on
Wedn~daY. afternoon. Nevertheless, Eastern
has gone 15-7 since March 30 when it owned
a dismal 7-13 record.
Chicago State enters today's doubleheader
with an 18-22 record and it owns a 6-10 mark
in the Mid-Con, which puts them ln last place
in the West Division. The Cougars are last in
the Mid-Con in batting with a .263 avera
See REPEAT page JJA

Softball team trying to avoid banking
BIUe DemOnS
t 0 be
,
.
. astern S Opponent ln

E•
Mid-Con 1st Round
By JOSH HARBECK
Staff writer

The _Panthers won in the regular .season,
now it's time for the post-season.
Eastern enters the Mid-Continent Conference Tournament today as it plays DePaul in
the first round.
The Mid-Con takes the top two teams from
the East Division and the West Division.
Western Illinois won the West crown and
DePaul finished first in the East. Eastern and
Troy State finished second in the West and

East Divisions respectively.
The tour?a.~ent pit~ the first-place team
from one d1v1s1on agamst the second place
team from the other division, a setup that head
coach Stephanie Fox said works to the
Panthers' advantage.
"At this point, I think it's better to be playing DePaul rather than Western," she said.
"We feel a lot more,confident against DePaul.
Western is still ~ mel$1 block for us."
The Panthers did hav~ more success against
DePaul than Western this season.
Western swept both doubleheaders against
Eastern this y~ar. Earlier in the year, Western
took games by the scores of 4-1 and 6-1 in
Charleston. Then last Sunday, the Panthers
traveled to Macomb fIDd dropped games 3-2
and 4- 1. In the last two seasons, the Westerwinds are 9-1 against Eastern.

·
''

"

~

At this point, 1think it's better to
.
playing DePaul rathe~ than West~rll
We feel a lot more confident against
DePaul."
·Stephani~ Fo
Head softball coac
DePaul, on the other hand, is another stoll:.,.
The Panthers played the Blue Demons
times this year - and went 2-1.
The one loss was during the round-rob
portion of the EIU Invite on April 6. DeP
used a big inning to put the Panthers down 7·1.
But Eastern travel~d to Chicago on April 21
and swept a doubleheader from the Demons.
The Panthers won the first game 2~0
See BONK page 1OA

.
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Backbone ain't no Spinal Tap

FRIDAY:

Eastern band to perform at Quakin' the Quad
By PAUL BUDZVNSKI
Associate Verge editor

$2 cover • 9:30 - close

"'!OUR NEIOH80RHOOD 8AR AHO GRILL"

Backbone, with its selfdescribed "roots rock" - a combination of blues, jazz, rock and
funk - will be playing at
Quakin' the Quad on Eastem's
library quad (11 p.m.l Friday.
The event is free.
"Our band started last year
and we formed naturally," lead
vocalist and rhythm guitarist
Doug Strahan said. "Brad
(Decker) and I dreamed of playing with each other. We all
hung out and now we can final'11 play in a band together."
The band consists of
Strahan; Decker on bass; Alicia
Jagman on maracas, tambourine and backing vocals;
Dustin Row on drums; and Tim
Stanley on trumpet.
List ,Year, .form,ei: Ba~~P9n~
member Matt Longfon left
school along with Stanley. At
the time, the group thought the
end of the band was near. But
Backbone picked up its pieces
and has recently been playing
at Ted's Warehouse and the
Dungeon, in addition to par-

ties.
Jagman, who has been
involved with music since she
was three, said she likes playing local bars as opposed to
parties because of the atmosphere.
"I like playing at bars
because it's more open and less
crowded than parties," Jagman
said. "I really like playing at
Ted's Warehouse whet\"thete'iS
a lpt_-of.pecple. there;'!.
Strahan said he couldn't pinpoint any one band as a major

QUAKIN'

SATURDAY: BLUES

''SPRINGFIELD
$2 Cover· 9:30 - close
GraphiccourtesyofBackbone

influence of Backbone's music.
"I really can't pick any influence because our mtlsic is so
widespread," he said. "(Decker)
also plays in Cherry Vallance which is a punk band . . . He
(also) plays the clarinet in symphonies."
Jagman said almost every
type of music has been an
influence for her, but indicated
a difference from playing in
Backbone to her other musical
experi~nces.

"It's more .of a challenge to
be in this band," Jagman said.
"Music has always been structured for me which makes it
difficult to improvise."
"It's not too difficult playing
shows with th·e other bands we've played. with band's like
The Flagboys and Cherry
Vallance," Strahan said. "It's
kind of a challenge, but it usually works out."
"Since we're different than
some of the other bands,"
Jagman said, "it's good
because listeners can hear. our
unique sound."
In the fUtfue', Strahan said
the band wtll try to play in
Springfield, a festival near
Starved Rock and will play in

Charleston
nexttoschool
year.next
''I' rt) going
be here
year and if we keep improving
it would be cool to record some
day," Jagman said.
"The band is for fun but we
have thought of it (recording an
album)," Strahan said. "It's not
in the near future but I'd like to
do it for the experience some
day."·
.Backbone has added some
variety to Charleston's music
"scene" and both Jagman and
Strahan think the "scene" is
picking up.
"l definitely see a scene
starting. Last year it was a big
deal with bands such as Kelp,
420 and the Flagboys," Strahan said. "It kinda flopped for
·a while and there was a lull at
the beginning of this year, but I
think it's picking up now. n
"Yeah, I do think (the music
scene) is increasing - The band
Lincoln just started, n Jagman
said. "The bands open other
people's eyes and they say 'hey
we can do this.'
"I'm very excited for Quakin'
the Quad because East~rn students who don't normally 9et
to hear us will get a chance to."

frompagelB - - - - - - - - - - - -

Even though Quakin' has become an annual
In addition to comedy and music, .UB will also be
event at E.astem, it ahnost didn't happen this year. bringing "the ever popular bingo (to) the quad,"
"Earlier in the semester we weren't sure if we cduld Brinker said. It will start at 7 p.m. and last until 11
financially do this event," said Brinker.
p.m. There will also be activities like Fun Ricks, Hot
After everything is said and dohe, the event will Shots and Virtuality, running from 6 p.m. to midcost in the neighborhood. of $7,000-$8,000, said night.
Ftm Flicks lets students make their own interacBrinker. "However," she sald, '"the bands are performing free." .
.
tive videos ... a sort of video karoake. Hot Shots are
All the bands performing are from Eastern, said computer altered photographs. "(A person) can get
Brinker. "It was a way for UB to showcase local tal- a 5x7 photo of their head on tl)e body of some
ent," she said. "We wanted to give them the oppor- famous celebrjty," Brinker said.
ttmity to perform and contribute to a major campus
Vutuality is a virtual reality flight simulator.
event (and) give them some exposure."
There will also be two caricature artists and a
• This year's ~~~ri9c:~t ~ ·&mlttankspooseffdby campuS-police.
Lockjaw, The
.
~ barxi will play forty-five minlde sets. ·
dlirik their. fa\Pnt~ ~,p.olice,om~,, ·~•' " ·' .
At 9 p.m., the music will stop for an hour so
Everything is free for students, said B~er. ·Ir;
comedian Pete George can perform. "He's a funny fact, there will even be free food.
performer, said Brinker, "he's done a lot of the
In the event of rain, the event will be held in
major comedy clubs."
McAfee gym.

lin~In,

with
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$1.99 1/2 lb. Burgers all th_e time!
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Sportscenter
Phone(217)348-8218

-

Silkscreening • Team Discounts
Shoes {Nike, Saucony, Brooks} • App. (Ni.kB, EIVJ
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I & Accessories
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New
..
Game Hats!

GUaraD.~!=ed Lowest

Reg9Ji_~

Prices on Shoes Anywhere!

All Shoes bl Stock Sold 20% - 25% Under
Suggeated Retail Price. We Can Special Order
Any Shoe at Regular Price.
1414 6 th S t. - Half a Block North of Old Main

$SUMMER FUN!$
Une up your Summer Employment now!
Our Chlcagoland cllellts -are ready to bring you on
board for the followl•g temponry asslg•mnts:

• Customer Service
• Reception
• Data Ent.Y ·
'.:t,T .

~'

-.

Ac'icJUnttn .• '

• .~.; ·
.• ·office Aislstant

t

We'll pay '6.10111r depending on skills,
so call •s now and start workb1g next •ontlll

(708)916-8882

PLACEMENT SOLUTION INC.

Today only
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Verge editor ANDREW OOOOets
Associate editor PAUL BUDZNYSKI
Art director MIKE RICE
Graphic design editor LOWELL MUNZ
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Apply now and gain valuable

experience working In air
conditioning.
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Once Blue. an acoustlt blues band baled
oat of New Vor« City, doesn't sound too bad.
The group's lead singer, Rebecca Martin,
not only has a bealltiful voice, but seems to
always sing wondeijufly mellow lyrics.
She's backed by Jesse Harris on acoustic
guitar - and he sounds great.
If comparisons are your thing, then
Martin sounds a bit like Edie Brickell or
Sheryl Crow.
While songs like "Save Me," "Geraldine"
and "I Hate to See You Go" have pretty predictable titles, they are truly melodic tuoes
that could make anyone slip through a spectrum of moods.
I can vision their music being played in a
dimly lit, smoky bar on the WesJ Side where
students suck back Samuel Adams and
mindgroove while reading Jack Kerouac.

ille
Ille USA"
eal Records)
h a dash of nostalgia and
wed elements from other
, Splitsville's fairly generic
of poppy alternative simply
element of nostalgia rides
gly through this alb um,
the "SplitsvMJt .Spirit Soog"
l}Q ~l!P.JI!>, of.old W theme

shows, and the song "Atari
2600" describing a relationship
with the old video game system
of lore.
·
One of the most bizarre songs
on this album is "Brenda Starr,"
based on the fairly weak comic
strip of the same name.
Fortunately, the song itself Is
strong eno.U'gh · to suceeed
despite the subject.
The strongest song on the
album is easily "Mr. Spaceman,"
a catchy though fairly pointless.

But that's just the blue side to Once Blue.
The rest of the songs on the twelve tune disc
are more upbeat - th.ey give off a more
"Ole!" sense of rhythm. Maybe they used to
be Once Red ... like salsa or something.
l was halfway through listening to the
album, when suddenly a rumba beat struck
up and I caught myself doing the lambada.
And while the music was different - which
is good - it didn't keep with the theme of
previous songs.
·
Perhaps it was thrown in as a sort of
picker-uppei.
All in ill, the album was nice to listen to,
but I wouldn't pop it in the player if my
boyfriend dumped me ... I'd probabty drown
in tears, feeling blue.

little ditty apparently intended as
almost a space age spoof.
Most of the songs here are
fairly poppy, with lyrics that are
slmple and singing that is clear.
The one thing this CD really
lacks is originality. Splitsville
borrows and mixes elements
from bands such as Weezer, The
J.,emonheads and Tb.e Flarmng
L.ips, while toning down some of
the starchiness of the latter and
making the sound more upbeat.
While there will be no rewards

-MISSA BECK

for originality for this band in
the near future, tf:le work it does
with its inspirations suffice quite
well.
·
Yes, between the style of
music and subjects of the
songs, virtually everything
seems to be inspired by other
-sources. Surprjsfngly, howev~
Utis;.ajbum:s wave <0i oo.statQ:ich
turn11 out to be well worth riding.

361-7476

T1le Y/OJ1d Music Thealllr '" llnlly Park

e can help you party in great taste!
Anytime

vau n~
to feec6a g roup. Of hun·gf't~,' ~ tfilin reafl9'~~~1
.. · • Our ~rty and .Meeting Mei1iJ inctUdes: ·
,
· ··
1

6 foot party subs • 2 foot party subs • 4 foot party subs
Jimmy John's Gourmet Subs Call 345-1075
- ---The Women of SIGMA KAPPA would like to
thank our Graduating.Seniors
mn otllc:e Equipment, this Is not just mother ........It's a way
I This phllosophr .... made UI one of the . . . . arow1n1.
nclendy owned copier dealen In the nadon. We ~and sup.
the outstabdlns 111111 of Panasonic and Mita copiers, alons _.. dNf
111 line of Panafu facsimllies.
Our 111..-111d111ted succ.- hu cnated the ................., ..

Susie !Hagner
1(.aren 1layner
1(.risten Jlenson

'Tara 'Baumrack
!R.p6yn 'Becfikr
Jenny 'Bisfwp
Miclidfe. Cisna

'Dawn J{utftffeston

Catliy 'Darling

XirnJ~on

9'iclidfe. (jadilini

JfngieJ~

'Betfi !Hager

Joanna Martin
MU:lielle 9.lilcare(_

'£mify Jlanner

We will miss y ou!

GOOD LU

Sftdfg Moore
Joalice Oard
'Teresa !l{.icfzartfson
.9lmy !R.psentfuzl
Julie Sdiroetfer
'lJed\JJ 'Jlan.Swo{
Maty 'Wliitelieai
yina Zamboni
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fl99 Thlltl AemrMil
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Spacious Apartments
Call Now!

Cam bridge & Nantucket
Around Corner Off Of South 9th St.
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SUMMER BATES
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S830ll
$880"

$12P

The Dally
· E.astem

Summer

(Deodhne: 2 Business Days
Before Ad is to run)

Happy 21st Cozl

$1 Bottles of Bud, Rolling Rock, Icehouse
$1 5il$ 22iK Lite, Longnecks
~/
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BIRTHD·AVAD

For
Entire

This Weekend at

1 Bar Drinks

.

with a
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1 Bedroom
Bedroom Sm
2
2 Bedroom l.g
. 3 a 4 Bedroom

Place a

~

$2 Pitchers

Try a pitcher of Lowenbrau dark!

SO¢ Brats

,,· ·..•~-· \
"

I'm Paul, this is
between y'all. From
Joe Peny, Fata
Smokevily, and Gib.

'l'HINK"YOlJ MIGHT BE
PRBGNANT'I

DO YOU NBBD HBLPP

*FREE Pregnancy T~sts
*Accurate Information
*Strictly Confidential
*Post-Abortion Support

CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
CALL 345-5000 ANYTIME

EVERYONE NEEDS

MORE
MONEY!
Right?
SO ... why not sell your
unwanted items in

The Daily Eastern News

BACKBONE
FLAG BOIS,
CKJA W, LINCOLN,
~.-..RRY VALLANCE

SPONSORED BY UNIVERSITY BOARD
AND UNIVERSITY UNION

TO-D AY• 6PM-12 MIDNIGHT
IN THE· SOUTH QUAD (MCAFEE GYM. RAIN LOCATION)

Feeling inadequate?
Then, Brian ·(Ben Olaplin), a
soft spoken English fellow, calls
Abby on her talk show with a
Just about everyone can relate minor catastrophe: a dog he was
to hovering over a telephone in photographing somehow found
~ school, either waiting for it its way into a pair of roller skates.
to ring or mustering up enough She is instantly enamored by
lhaky nerve to call someone - lfrian, who is equally attracted to
someone you believe will reject Abby's biting wit and intelligence.
you for some fatal physical or
Afraid her looks will turn
pusonality flaw.
Brian off, Abby asks neighbor
That is the clever hook of Noelle (Uma Thurman of last
~The Truth . About Cats and year's uber-smash "Pulp Action")
Dogs" (20th Century Fox, Rated to pretend she is Abby, pUtting a
PG-13), a film which professes gorgeous face with her voice.
truth to the age-old statement Noelle is the quintessential
beauty is in the eye of the human Barbie Doll, the type of
Wielder."
woman Abby says men will do
The film centers around Abby anything for, incb.rling "hold your
Barnes (Janeane Garofalo, of hair back when you throw up."
"'Reality Bites" and HBO's "lbe
The film then turns into a
Larry Sanders Show"), a Los "Cyrano de Bergerac" for
~les veterinarian/radio talk- Generation Xers, as Noelle actushow host who gives advice to · ally helps Abby see her beauty,
pet owners. lbe talk show's title subdued as it may be.
provides the film's title as well.
The only real flaw director
Despite the wisecracking, jolly Michael Lehmann perpettates is
facade she presents to the out- not shifting the picture into come .w orld, Abby suffers from plete comedy when Abby's ruse
~eratel_y low self-esteem, is figured out by Brian.
heijeving she will never be the
The untainted messag~ in
'1IJe of girl who can attract men "The Truth About Cats and
through physical looks alone.
Dogs" is that there is no one

goOd or bad, beautiful or ugly,
intelligent or stupid. Everyone
has their own hang-ups and
head-trips, some people just hide
theirs better than others.
Garofalo is the perfect
Hollywocxl actress to play Abby,
as she is unknowingly adorable.
You believe she is someone who
might think she is not attractive
while others see h~ as charmingly beautiful.
.
This is a star-making perfor.:
mance for Garofalo, whose previous work has been as the
wiseacre friend opposite Winona
R~er in 1994's "Reality Bites"
or supposed "wild woman" blind
date in last year's "Bye Bye
Love" with Paul Reiser and
Randy Quaid.
She comes into her own onscreen here, though, as romantic
comedy se_ems to be an unexplored milieu she fits into like ~

SATURDAY May 4

SMART ALICE
FREE SHOW! 9:30
NEXTFRIDAY

.FREE JAZZ SHOW
5:30-9:00

Gndaatesbrlng your famllletal

•1 00 DRAFTS EVERYDAY
U1NIE, LowDARK, MGD
509 Van Buren

For over 20 years, Disney has kept its animated
classic "The Aristocats" under lock and key, and
refused to re-release it to the publlc. Last week, for
the first time ever, the movie was released on videocassette, and a whole new generation of Disney
fans got to experience the splendor of one of this
centwy's most memorable animated films.

llll)l--·~-·~
fanfare of previous Disney blockbusters like "lbe lion King" and
"Beauty and the Beast," it is definitely a rental for

kids of all ages.

The setting is an upscale Paris mansion during
the 1940s. Home to Duchess, Marie, Berliose and
Touloose, a family of aristocratic cats and their
owner, Madam.
Trouble starts brewing within the home when
Madam decides to leave her fortune to her beloved
cats and not her faithful servant E.dgar. He decides
his only chance at the inheritance is to get rid of
the cats.
E.dgar catnaps Duchess and the kittens before

"The Truth About Cats artd
Dogs" is perfect for anyone who
has felt inadequate in any way which should include just about
all of us.

· At Panthers ·
9 pm -2 am
Wildest La~ies
in Charle-ston
18 to enter

Grade: A·

and summer classes

U you ltre ia Claicaao\l fi41adawat salnu:h, theres more than one way to
have a hot summer. You cab have a good time with your friends going lo the
beach. Or. you can have a good time with your r~ and makr you life
eask:r in the fall by taking summer classes at .Mnraine Valley Community """
Lo&ge.

Swiuner at Moraine Valley lets you get credits out of the way the easy way
- a few at a time - so-you11 have more f-ree time in I.he fall. Choose from
hundre.ds of courses that att dtsiped to h'allSfer to your college or universuy. Day and evening c~ are available, with severnl starting datts,
at only $4 2 a credit hour for dislrict reSiden!li.
Bqiskr now for summer classes at Moraine Valley. Our special rhreewttk term starts May 20. and. summer sessions begin June 17 and July
15.

can us today at (708) 97+1110 (TIIIDO for hearing impaired
~

708-974-9556).

''

running o:u.t,
and the rent
is coming due...
Sell your. stuff
in The News

Classifieds!

THEY WILL
WORK FOR
YOU!!

•

_just think••• ·
sandy~ beaches

•

Thanks for all the FUN
& CRAZY times we
had! Love Autumn &
Heather

345-2380

OPEN
Fri. & Sat.

glove.

dumping them in the C0W1byside of France.
The outlook seems bleak for the stranded family
until their hero appears in an alley-cat named
Abraham de Lacy Giuseppe Casey Thomas
O'Malley. This rough and tumble cat, who goes j:Jy
Thomas O'Malley, promises to lead the family back
to its home in Paris.
lbe travelers experience several dilemmas along
their trip including a hostile milk-truck driver and
gabby. geftl Oj1 a '?'al~ing io~!' of .ERgl~nd.
"i!ventual1~~1.~>Ughr-tn.e • graup•erld9-·up 5t
.Q'Mailey's bachelor pad to hang out with his
"swinging" friends.
·
It's there where a variety of cats from all over the
world play their mix of rock, roll arid jazz. It's
Disney's fantastic use of light and amazing music
that keeps this scene upbeat and exciting.
The ending shouldn't be hard to figure out, after
all this is a Disney toc>n. But suffice to say, the film
ends happily ever after and makes you want to
rewind and press play again. I have always loved
this timeless classic, so I'm .biased. I think everyone
s~ould just relax during finals. and watch "The
Aristocats."
Grade: A+

I ~ ..,~0· ·-#~~

When your
moneys

'Aristocats' pretty darn funny
By KATIE VANA
editor

Hey
Guys

Call 581-2812
for more info.
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Services Offered

Help Wanted

Wanted

Sublessors

For Rent

For Sale

WANTED 100 STUDENTS.
LOSE 8-100 POUNDS. New
metabolism breakthrough. I lost
15 pounds in 3 weeks.
Guaranteed results. $35 cost. 1-

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT·Fisfling Industry. Earn up
to 3,000-6,000-t> per month.
Room & Board! Transportation!
Male/Female. No experience necessary! (206)971-351 O ext.
A57384

GRADUATION TICKETS DESPERATELY NEEDED for 1 p.m.
ceremony. Call 348-1433. If no
answer please leave message.

SUBLESSOR NEEDED: Park
Place, 3 bedrooms, furnished,
rent cheap and negotiable! Call
anytime, or leave a message,
345-4789!

ROOM AVAILABLE for quiet, serious male student. Large private
home: own room, W/D & kitchen
privileges. Leave message, 3480348

1985 MAZDA RX-7 GSL Lt. Blue
5sp. Recent Clutch, Exhaust
Excellent Cond. $2650.00 obo.
345-2359

~----------'513

LARGE CAR TOP CARRIER
FOR HAULING STUFF HOME
$30 217-948-5297

BCXH¥>6-3843

516

~S........~R~M-0-V~l-N-G-FU_R_N_IT---U.RE

SERVICE will move and purchase fur'ntture, appliances,
liianos, and anything else you
can think of. Call 349-8635 and
ask for Chris.

__

....

_ _ _ _.5l6

Help Wanted

.. EXPLORE YOUR OPTIONS**
ACCOUNTING & FINANCE STU·
DENTS *Plan ahead for summer
break *Gain valuable "hands-on*
experience *Make important business contacts *Earn extra $$ Call
us today to find out about the
many temporary position we have
available with TOP Chicagoland
companies! To get started, all you
have to do is call your local office
and arrange for an interview. It's
that easy!! CASEY SERVICES,
INC. Accounting and Finan~e
Profe~onals~ Chicago '312~-

~~-~-hSC?a~i~:~~

0
AEFERRAL BONUS PROGRAM*" Maybe you're not able to
work temp, but know someone
who can. If they register during
the months of May or June and
they work 40 hrs. min. on a
Casey assignment, we'll send you
a check for $75.00! **PERMANENT PROGRAM** If you are
graduating, we also help place
individuals on a permanent basis.
Call now to see what is avail.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _516

~---------516
FUN SUMMER JOBS "YOU"AE
HIRED" Have a hot summer
earning cold cash as a REMEDY
TEMPORARY. Pick your job,
name your hours, work close to
home and make excellent wages.
Many positions available:
Secretary, Word Processor, Data
Entry, Receptionist, Clerical
Support. CALL ONE OF OUR
CHICAGO OFFICES FOR AN
APPOINTMENT: Naperville area
to Oakbrook 708-369-3399,
Itasca/Schaumberg. area 708250-4570, Deerfield and No.
Suburbs
847-5093100,Niles/Skokie/Evanaton/O'Ha
re
847-470-0970,
South/Southwest Suburbs 708599-0770, Kane/Dekalb 708-5130197 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _513
PIZZ.A MAkER WANTED PARTTIME, apply in person after 4 pm,

~"iJliai's Pitz~ J.~ J,iru:oln~

-~~ton.
·I

·

•

• .

516

MATTOON YMCA 1s ill!cepting
applica1i9ns for-the following summer jobs-Camp counselors,
Lifeguards, Swim Instructors,
Fitness Instructors, and college
interns welcome. Call 234-9494

--~------'-_.513

.

. 513

WANTED: 2 GRADUATION tickets for the 1pm ceremony. Please
call Nancy at 217-849-2561

513

N
- ....
EE_D_T-,IC.....
KET=s-,,,Fo-=-R-9;00--..,-CEREM ONY, as many as you can
give! Will pay! Call 348-1689.
leave message

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _516

$$$ I NEED ONE MORE TICKET
FOR 1 :00 graduation. Call 348-·
8490 ask for Jen.
513

W~A-,NT==eo...,_:_O_N=E-G...,R_A_D_U_A-=JION

TICKET for 1 :00. Please help.
Call Jennifer at 581-5676

Sl6

516

O_N_E_S_U_M_M_E.,,..R_S...,U-.,,B...,L._E...,S~S,OR

NEEDED for one bedroom apartment. $175/mo. Close to campus.
Call Pat 345-3167

.

516

1-2 SUMMER SUBLESSORS.
$135/mo each. Includes water,
trash, washer and dryer. Air conditioned. Call 348-0385
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _516
FEMALE SUBLESSORS NEEDED: Summer. 2 bedrooms, furnished, washer & dr}ter, close to
Caf!lPUS.348-,6~7

-----~---~5.'6

For Rent

Adoption
LET'S HELP EACH OTHER
ADOPTION- Full time mom and
devoted dad can provide'your
newborn with a loving warm
financially stable home filled with
joy and laughter. Financial assisJanee. Please call~any . time

poon!iJ .eJ'ict--~nn{s 1-800•314~
·
!i4265
.1 ,.' ·
5/f>
SURROGATE
MOTHER
SOUGHT to daliver baby to loving
home. Please consider facilitating
this joy. $13,000-$20,000 plus
expenses paid. For information,
call toll-free voice mail 1-888-5094907.

LINCOLNWOOD PINETREEE.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
PATIOS, BALCONIES, AIR,
POOL, SUNDECK, CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. 24/HR MAINTENANCE. APPOINTMENT 3456000
•
516
vt;RY l.!J\AGE~BEDA06MaPt.
3-4 people furnished. Garbag.i
.,..
'<
disposal, dishwasher, central air,
and decks 10 mo. lease Call 3452363

--------.---:516

UNFURNISHED 2BR HOUSE
FOR 3 CLEAN NON-SMOKERS.
938 SECOND ST. 345-2564
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.513
3/,4 BEDROOM HOUSE one
block from campus. Call Ryan at
345-4543.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/6
McARTHUR MANOR APARTMENTS Now Leasing for 96-97
school year. Two bedroom furnished Apartments 12-month
lease 345-2231

SALES POSITION.AVAILABLE!
Effingham based broadcasting
Sill
company seeks motivated sales
person
for
the
Mattoon/Charleston area. Duties
would include servicing existing
MOVING TO WEST CHICAGO
cllstomers, recruiting new busiSUBURBS? Female seeking a
EASTERN EUROPE JOBSness, selling advertising, some
female roommate for mid-May.
Teach basic conservational
production work possible.
Call 345-S4S6.
English in Prague, Budapest, or
Candidates
must
have
4
year
Krakow. No teaching certificate or
513
degree
in
Speech
-ROOM--M-/i._J_E_N_E-ED_E_D_:-Fal~I,·965/6
European languages required.
Communications or related field.
_1_B_E_"'_R~O-OM--A-P
__T__S-.-F,.-URInexpensive Room & Board +
.11.
t
t
1
H"
h
t
tt
Spring
'97.
Pinetree.
Girls
on.
l
y.
..,
w ' ing o ran. tg s ar ng
Call Kristy. 581-3893
NISHED,
DISHWASHER,
other benefits. For info. call: (206)
salary. Please send resume to
GARBAGE DISPOSAL, CEN971-3680 ext. K57381
516
Jennifer at Effingham, IL. 62401
N._,..E~D-A_F_E_M_A_L_E_R_O_O_M_M~
•.J.E?
TAAL AIR, AND DECKS.
~---------516
or call 342-6999 for more inforc
"
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING·
mation.
Call me ASAP for Fall-Spring
STARTS AT $390.00 CALL 345Positions are now available at
..,..,....,..,,.,---.,..,,..-=-=-,--,-=-:=-=-:--="75/6
1996-97. Call 348-8941, ask for
2363
~
~.,
•
~
,,f;i6
~arks, Forests>JVUS!lf! d topst . '@BS' ...Joes.L...EAft.ti..c~
~E0114iii 6iiii1iti + SUMMER
eASH
NOW.
513
3 OR 4
VEFIV
Bonuses! Call: 1-206-971-3620
CAREERS USA CAN KEEP YOU
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES.
LARGE APT. 4-6 PEOPLE, FUR·
ext. N57385
BUSY WITH OFFICE AND
House, call 348-5051 ask for Kim.
NISH ED,
DISHWASHER,
WAREHOUSE WORK ALL SUM516
GARBAGE DISPOSAL, CE N- - -.........------~516
USED CD's The area's largest
MER LONG! GREAT COMPAUNIVERSITY COURTS: Female
TAAL AIR, AND DECKS. 10 MO,
selectlon of used CD's, cassettes,
NIES AND CONVENIENT LOCA·
roommate for Fall 96. Must have
LEASE.
_
_ _CALL
_ _345-2363
_ _ _ _ _516
concert T·Shirts, and video
TIONS CALL NOW! (847)843- . 55 credit hours. Call Tracey 581games. We buy, sell, and trade.
SUMMER APARTMENTS 6/12222
IN
SCHAUMBURG
8112
Music exchange 512 N. 19th st.
7/31. $300/month . Phone 348(708)971-333 IN LISLE CAR·
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,513
7746 from 9-5.
Mattoon. 234-3668
REAS USA STAFFING SERROOMMATE NEEDED. Own bed,___..,....._--,.,......,.-,,.------==-='5/6
VICES WE GO TO WORK FOR
room. Please call Jenny 581-,--,-.-=,..--=-==---516
SUMMER STORAGE starting at
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSIYOU!
3465
_ _ _ _.513
$30/month. Sizes 4X12 and up.
TY MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
516
Phone 348-7746 from 9-S.
UNIVERSITY UNION NOW HIR·
SITTER FOR 3 BOYS OVER
ING! The following business operSUMMER. Mon.-Thur. 8:30-4:00.
----~----=-----516
AVAILABLE AUGUST 2 bedroom
ations in the University union are
Male/Female. Call 345-1260 after
furnished apartment. Twelve·
now hiring for the summer.
4 p.m.
SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
month
lease 348-7746. Interested students should apply
5/6
__________
_,516
LARGE 2 BEDROOM furnished
in the Business Operations
PEPSI-COLA IS NOW HIRING
Call
apartment.
Rent
negotiable.
1 BEDROOM apartments still
Office, RM 200, next to the
SPRING '96 AND 1997 GRADU·
348-0055.
available. Call Oldetowne
Bridge Lounge, in the Union.
ATES. Full-time Professional
513
Management
345-6533.
Thank you! Union Catering and
Sales Posisitons and School-to_
____
_ _ _ _ _516
2---4-S,...U_M_M_E_R_S_U_B_L_E__S,...S~ORS
Dining, Rathskeller, Coffee
Work lnte.mships are available in
NEEDED for large 2 bedroom
R!;NTAL HOUSE UP TO 5.
Express •
the Central Illinois Area. To
Park Place Apt. Fully Furnished.
Available 8115196. Call 348-0191
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _51.6
Inquire, please call (217) 342·
Call 345-4876
518
NATIONAL COMPANY NEED
3101 or mail resume to: Attn: Rob
3-B-D.-R-M-._2_B_A_:rH--H_OU..,.,,.,..s,..,e.,......·4-6
513
LOCllL.. c+s~U.TOAS. tu9hj·- ~taeh .... 4tlet ; ·
Avenue ..,.IN=T=E=R..,,.s=E=ss"":J......O_N_&___S_U-:-M,.,.-MER
pe~le appti.n1-....W/P,ipart.
lnpome potential. ~ e>(peri~nc111 E;ffingtla"' If 401 1
•
SM-ESSdRS NiEDED. 2 peofumdO
month le$IMt; 34$-5418
requiled . .For iht~call 202-393- - - -,- ., - ._
______________
_._____,518
ple. 2 bedroom Sift. at McArthur
n23.
NEED RESPdNSIBLE PERSON
Manor. $180/month each. Call
_____________.516
to care for 2 children Su/Fa/Sp.
96-97 AMRTMEN.T, CLOSE TO
Scott
or Gina at 348-8893
COOKS/KITCHEN HELP. Apply
Call 346-9219 for lnfor. Ive mag
__________
.518 CAMPUS. 4 bedroom, 2 bathtn person from 2-4 pm, Stlx 346516
room. Water and trash Included.
2 BR, VERY CLOSE TO CAM12 month lease. Leave a mes7849.
SUMMER JOBS. Clerical and
PUS. Central air, dishwasher,
sage before 5 pm. 348-0673
.,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,516
Light industrial positions availlaundry on floor. $185/month,
5(8
GREAT EMPLOYMENT. FULL
able.
Contact
ADIA
co.
-N=E-w.,..T=w-=o-=B"""E""D"'"R"""o...,,o..,M'
....-p.....
a.rtly
345-4869
TIME SUM~ER. Drumtight
Champaign. 217-355-2342
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,513
516
Painting. $6.50· 10.00/hour.
furnished, A/C, Duplex. 200
s"'""u_M_M_ER
____
S_U,,..BL-E""sso-,,-=R-=s~N-=-EE D·
month/person. 348-5844
~aperville/Westem Suburbs. 800·
DELIVERY PERSON WANTED
ED.
Park
Place
Apts.
622-787t
PART TIME, apply in person after
$166.25/month + utilities. Call
516
1 BEDROOM, 2 BEDROOM
4
pn\,
Pagllai's
Pizza.
1600
s=~u~M~M=E=R-B=R=E~A~K~=~$=$~$~1=F~YOU
348-0463
EFFICIENCY for lease now at
Lincoln, Char1eston.
WILL BE IN CHICAGOLAND
516
Jefferson Arms, 6th and
513
AND NEED CASH, THEN CALL
O..,,._N=E-=FE=M,...,..,..A-LE,.-S,..,U~B,..,L....,E~S,..,,..SOR
-P,=ZZ.A--M-A_K__E__R_W-.,.-A-NT=E""D~PA.RT
Jefferson. 348-5844
PAIGE TEMPORARY, INC. THE
needed for summer. Great locaOFFICE SPECIALISTS. $6.50TIME, apply in ·person after 4
----------~~
tion-Rent Negotiable Call 581HOUSE FOR 3. W/D, A/C, partly
12.00 PER HOUR. Customer serpm., Pagllai's Pizza, 1600
3764
vice, data entry, reception, generfurnished
appliance. Available 8Lincoln, Charleston.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5./6
al office, accounting. Paige
1. 180 month/person. 348-5844
Temporary, Inc. represents tfle
---------~516 SUMMER SUBLESSOR NEED·
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS: Storm
major local companies with
~---------BIG
ED:
Studio
Apt.
at
3·5 PEOPLE FOR A 3 BDRM.
Engineering is currently-accepting
IMMEDIATE OFFICE OPENLlncolnwood/Pinetree.
A/C
and
INGS. Full time and part time
APT.' Dishwasher/washer/dryer.
resumes for Human Resource
1/2 utilities. Rent $175/mo, obo.
available . ELEVEN CONVE12 mo. lease. Ask for Heather at
openings in our Char1eston area
Nl ENT
LOCATIONS:
Call
Steve
348-8583.
office. Oualiffed applicants must
345-7825.
Downtown, Skokie, Des Plaines,
_
__ _ _ _ _ _ __,.513
-~---,,------'516
process Microsoft Windows, and
Vernon Hills, Elmhurst, Lisle,
SUMMER '96. Female Subiessor SUMMER ONLY. House 1210 3rd
Lotus Skills. Interested candiCrystal Lake, Rolling Meadows,
needed. Park Place Apts.
Elgin, Hinsdale and Orland Park.
dates should contact Gail at 800Street. Close to campus. 2-3 peoAvailable Immediately. $170,
Call Ms. Campbell today for
507-8766 or 309-676-0360 or
ple. 348-5032
negotiable.
Call
Drue,
581-5595
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.516
datails: 1-800-470-TEMP (1-800FAX resume to 309-676-0363
470-8367)
513
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _516
----~~------~~616 .,..1_..,.3"°'s'""u-=B'""LE=s.,,..so=R=s""N""'E=-=E=-=D-=E=D· for EFFICIENCY APT. for May 96-97•
Trash, water and parking IncludEASTERN STUDENTS: LOOKSummer, $130/mo. 345-5648
ed. Call 348-0819 leave message
.
513
ING FOR A SUMMER JOB WITH
FLEXIBLE HOURS? WE HAVE
-------:----,...-513
1-2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED for
2 BEDROOM $475 plt'/month
POSITIONS OPEN IN VARIOUS
1 bedroom Park Place. 345-2770
WANTED: DORM SIZE REFRIGCall
345-5022
AREAS: ACT. AIDES, HAB.
_________________
518
ERATOR
TO_
BUY.
call_
268-3257
_
___
__
_ _.516 -------------=-~516
AIDES, PROGRAMMERS, PT
SUBLESSORS NEEDED; Large
OR FT. $5.50·$6.80. APPLY
2 bedroom apartment, right off 1 BDRM APT. for summer rental.
WANTED: ROOMMATE, female,
TODAY. 738 18TH ST., CHAS.,
ll'ash & water Included. 348-0819
the square. $250/month. Call
University court, Own room.
ILE.O.E.
leave message
Mark 348-8413
Lease starts Fall '96. Call Traci
348-7865

Roommates

BEORO'oili.

Sublessors

3r..

·srJ

0

---------=-----8

Wanted

-------------~!le
r •

3 BEDROOM-3 PEOPLE, available 8-1-96, 12 month lease. 3
bedroom-3 people, available 6-196, 12 month lease. 1 apt, 2 bedroom-4 people, a bargain-available 6-1-96-A/C. 2 bedroom-2
people, available 6-1-96. Ron
Lanman-Call 345-5148 or 3480157

~------=-:,......-,.,-:513

NEWLY CONSTRUCTED, VERY
LARGE 2 Bedroom Apts. 3 or
more people. Fully furnished,
Trash Pickup, Central Air, Deck,
Laundry room, Parking lot. Call
349-8824.(9-5
_ _ _ _ _or.leaw
_ _ _message)
_ _513
3
BEDROOM
APT
Fully
Furnished w/Kitchen. From 5/108/10 $550/month Call 345-2753

~~------~~3

LAG. 2 BDRM APT. good condition, low utilities. Pool and balcony, 2·3 people. 10 mo. lease.
. Call 348-7753.

~--~------516

SUMMER-201 Buchanan Ave.
Close to Campus; 2BR/2 person
Apt; $200/month; flexible lease;
NC; washer/dryer 345-4853

.

.

.

516

1 BR APARTMENTS SUMMER
ONLY, $200-$275/month. Avail.
Jun. 2 & 16th. Call 345-6127
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _516
NICE 2 BEDROOM APT., 2
blocks to Union, for FalUSpring.
$450. Call 345-2730

--------~--~J

RENTAL PROPERTY: EFFICIENCY APT. 501 1/2 TAYLOR FULLY
FURNISHED
LEASE
&
DEPOSIT. 345-6011. AFTER
5:30 345-9462

-------~--516

LARGE 4 BEDROOM UPSTAIRS
APT. FULLY FURNISHED, CARPETED NC BATH WITH SHOWER. PREFER 4 STUDENTS OR
FAMILY. LEASE & DEPOSIT
REQUIRED 345-7522 AFTER
5:30 345-9462.
51()
-FU-L-LY-FU_R_N_IS_H_E_D_HO__,LJS..,..ff..,...,.~
TAYLOR GREAT LOCATION, 3
BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS.
THREE BEDROOMS FOR 3 OR
4 PERSONS. FOR INFORMATION PLEASE CALL 345-9462
ASK FOR LARRY.

-----------'~

For Sale
FOR SALE: Brand new bunk
beds $100 O.B.O Call Erica 581·
8141

513
COUCH/CHAIR, Table/chairs,
dresser. Price negotia:ble. Call
348-7833

---------~513

1986 VW CONVERTABLE
Cabriolet, $3,800 obo.. Call 5812031

~5 MAZO~ RX7. ~uns gog'9_

r~ic&f_o~:(~~~'A·s:rne ·o wner.

---~--~~;........---~~
_________

5~

1984 FORD CROWN VIC.
102,XXX miles. Very reliable.
$450 obo 348-7079.
•

----------:---~6

UNGRADED MACINTOSH llciexcellent for Graphic Designers!.
12 MB RAM; System 7.01; Color
Card; 040 Turbo Processor ;
33 MHZ; Mouse; Monitor, programs; etc. Call 345-9769

51:!
COMPLETE CAR STEREO, JVC
CD playes, speaker~. Amp and
more. For more information call
581-3136

_ _ _ _ !i/3

LOFT, Double, suspended, for
Lincoln or Douglas, $30. Call
581-3658

---~Ml

FOR SALE- 1994 BLACK TRANS
AM. T-tops, loaded 19,o&> miles.
Like new! 268.-4341

_ _ _516

Lost & Found
KEY~ , fOUNO , ;i.~ -&!-ll~~rC)At
Pigroaist call ~-~1~'r }O ;~!\tt1V ,~

SWl~S

WAT~

LOST:
ARMY
Brown band, with white face. If
found, please call 581-2268.
reward.

~----------~51!3

Announcements
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!
Over $6 Billion in public and private sector grants & scholarships
is now available. All students are
eligible. Let us help. For more
info. call: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
F57385

--~--------~513

THE
GATHERING
HTTP://WWW.TAKEME.COM
ScH&~'9,Ua61Wlstfll6"& .t\ef@@f"I
resourctls, ' intems1flp!f, ~&pott!lr
news, entertainment, travel,
music, debates and 1,000's of
links!

---~-------516

TOO MUCH STUDYING? Take
laundry out of the equation. Call
Donna's 345-3454 Full/Self
Service

---~--------.........TICKETS
-.......5J8
NATALIE MERCHANT
FOR SALE. 348-1661

513

I

COME ONE COME ALL. Don't
miss Sigma Pi Last Call.

___________513

SIG Pl LAST CALL OH YEAH,
SIG Pl LAST CALL OH YEAH,
SIG Pl LAST CALL OH YEAH

------~-·919'

POUSH UP YOUR .· STr\ttmU
SKILLS with Sigma Pli·C:.A'.ST
CAU.

'

S3

GARAGE,81\t.E:. 1518 ·10TH ST.

e~OTHER.WPs9dOMos, 'rit~t

8-4Frl, Sat, Sun

---------~516

HELP! Need 4 tickets for 5 pm
graduation, Call 348-0004, ask for
Jen, We'll'talk.

tor, $250 otio. Call ~1783

LOFT AND FURNITURE for 8ale
call 581-8036

-------~-----'513

---~---"'-___,.5lft

campus :clips

NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER .nt.&sic ptar;:ltc&lat 9:30 a.mr, SUl'idllyf
May 5; in Coleman Auditorium.
1 or
•
tssw2 1uot i:!S
ZETA PHI BETA SIGMA "Blue And White Balf'-.al7lY.f'tl; tonight ~lfheo
Worthington Inn. Rides will be available every hour and the progtam
starts at 8:30 p.m.
PHI BETA SIGMA"1st Sigma Slamm" at 5:30 p.m. Saturday, Mav4 in
McAfee gym. Come see the unity of all black greeks.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER weekend masses at 11 a.m. and 9
p.m., Sunday May 5, in Coleman Auditorium.
·
WESLEY FOUNDATION last Lighthouse 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. tonight in the
Basement of W.F.
WESLEY FOUNDATION Sunday "Cenr Sur at 5 p.m. Sunday May 5, at
the Foundation . Please stop by and sign up or call your name in by
Friday 348-8191. Eat at 5 p.m.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER End of Year picnic at 5:30 p.m.
Sunday May 5 at the Center.
BGC RELAX, RELATE, Release party at 10 p.m. Saturday May 4, in
the University ballroom.
LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP Open Student Center at 8 p.m.
May 5-8 in the Church. Come have a study break or relax from finals.
OMEGA PSI PHI Oil Party after the BGC party Saturday may 4 at the
Hoopa's house. The Oil will flow.
MUSLIM STUDENTS ASOC. meeting at 12:15 p.m. today in the AfroAmerican Cultural Center. Will hold weekly, Jumma prayer also.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-oroflt campus organ!zaliooal event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Dally Eastarn News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an averrt ICheduled for ThUraday should be eubmltted as a Campus Clip by NOON w.clnesday. (Thursday is deadline for
Friday, Saturday or Sunday wents.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
Illegible or contains oonfllcllng intormatlon WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.

classified advertisin
Announcements

Announcements

215
s.-::-:-G=-R=-A.-:-:J=-:U-:-:L--:A:::T::-:1o=-N
:--:-S
::----;K
~R IS
GI.OVER OF AST for getting the
flousing Corporation scholarship!
llood Job!
L5/3
laYIN PIKET OF LAMBDA CHI
ALPHA. Thank you for an of your
1upport and positive words of
~. Love, the Tri-Sigma tug~rs
.
5/3
~.,..,.-R_l_P_A_P_IS_O_F_T_R_l--S-IG-MA:

Thank you for all your hard wor11:
and dedication. Love the TriSigma tuggers
315
it$()N 'UNl.,MANN OF LAMBDA
CHI ALPHA. Thank you for aU of
your conditioning, training, and
dedication. Love the Tri-Sigma
~rs
,,__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _315
IARYN SCHULTZ ANO SEAN
SHIRA- Congrats on you dog
tags. Oh I guess that top 1 O
Greek Woman thing is important
too. Low, Debi and Jason.

315

IHAN;;,- N-0.,...N-.-GOOO
- -L-U_C_K_1each-_
Ing! We'll miss youl Gotcha last!
&Glove
----- - - - - - - - ' 5 / 3
IOOD LUCK TO A DELTA ZETA
GRADUATES: Kar1a Laing, Paige
Parker, Crystal Mooney, Anne
Clark, Jana Freese, Debbie
Blake, Hiiary Donham, Cindy
~. ~tmi,.MQGo~JenAie·
Davis, Melisaa Pryblo, Maureen
Leary, and Jennie Scott. WE
LOVE YOU AND WE'LL MISS
'l'Ol.I! In th e flame, your sisters

~---------'5/3

THE WOMEN OF DELTA ZETA
would like to wish 8119ryon& good
luck on Final Exams!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _513

DON'T MISS THE PARTY OF
THE YEAR! Delta Tau Delta's
"Jungle Bash" is tomorrow night
at the Dell House. Bring your own
~rage.

~----------'5/3
KAPS: Get excited for our
Senior Send Off at Mom's today!
It will be a blast!!
5/3
tiii
""=-~ATA
_U
_D__E
__L--:
J,.,A_J_U_KG
..,-" LE

BAS.H .•• Satuti:lay
May
4:..SYOB..1.atthe Belt Housel

~~-=----:-:-~-:-~-""·54
KAPS~ Have

a fun

summer!
Get excited for next semester!

·' '

jC)fn

w

MISS THE PARTY OF
THE YEAR! Delta Tau Delta's
".klngle Bash" is tomorrow night
at the Dell House. Bring your own
lllverage.

-

.

5/3

;iii KAPS: Study hard for finals!

i) THE MEN OF SIGMA c.:1

haw had a wonderful semester
18 your sweetheart and I am
lloking forward to another one.
ftood luck with final exams and
have a fun, relaxing, and safe
unmer1 Low, Sherry
5/3
.
~
~.,,.
o-1E-=A-:-K""IN..,.,G::--::
OF
-=--s--1-=-a....,
MA Pl:
piingratulations on becoming our
new sweetheart. I am so proud of
JOU. Love, Kelly

CHRl~I

EtfoRATULATIONS
LAGONI on getting lavaliered to
John O' Neill of Sig"'8 Pi! I am so
happy for you, A-phi love, Kelly

-

ill:P SUPPORT

5J3

TH E ESA
FOOD DRIVE. FOR THE WORKERS OF TRAILMOBILE. Food
can be dropped off at the dorms
and University Court office. Call
18101 ii you have any questions.
.............~----~~·513
JAMIE BRINKMAN: Happy 21st
_,.hday on Wednesday. Hope
you have a great day, Love .the
men of Delta Jau Delta
jjf.J

DB.TA CHIS- Congrats on taking
first in the Alpha Cup1 Love, Lisa

---------~513

JAMIE BRINKMAN: Happy 21st
Birthday. Now I can finally take
you to the bars in Chicago. Love,
Greg
5l3
SUN CORNE-USON, SARA
FLAMINI, AND LISA VASHKELIS
OF
SIGMA
KAPPA:
Congratulations on being selected for tha Mortar Board Honor
Society! Your sisters are very
proud!
~-------~510
.
SIGMA NU'S: Thanka for ewry.
thing this year. Have a great summer! Love always, Wrobel
SIJ
THE WOME~N,....o
=-F
=
s'""
1G_M.,...A,....KA
,.,..,..,.PPA
would lkie to wish all fraternities
and sororities good luck during
finals week!

18

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

--.,..-----~~·513
SIG Pl lAST CALL '4:00 pm. Hut
Sig Pi Last Call 4:00 pm. Hut

--------~·513

SIGMA KAPPA HOPES ALL
sororities and fraternities have a
fun and safe summer!

-.,..-------~513

CONGRATULATIONS SHARYL
GASSMAN. We're proud of you
and we'll miss you. The Girls of
9G
-.,..-.,..------~·513
JEN DAULBY· YOU ARE THE
BEST ROOMIE EVER! I AM SO
PROUD OF YOU FOR ALL
YOUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
THIS YEAR, LOVE CAT

--------~·513

ALPHA PHI'S, good luck oo finals
next weak and have a wonderful
summer. Low, Dan

MISTER BOFFO
~

--------~5/3.

THE MEN OF KOR would like to
wish everyone luck on Finals.
~.,..------.,..-~·513
NICOLE PATTON OF ALPHA
PHI: We are honored to have you
as
our
sweetheart.
Congratulations! Low, the KDR's

by Joe Martin
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TO THE MEN OF Pl KAPPA
ALPHA:GOOD LUCK ON ALL
OF YOUR FINALS AND HAVE A
WONDERFUL SUMMER. YOU
GUYS ARE THE BEST, LOVE,
LAURiN.,
"
~

--------~5/3.

LASOU Get geared up for tomorrow's banquet! I'm proud of all
you who stuck with it. Watch out
Champaign! Patty Rodriguez
5/3
O
- PE
_ N_J_A_M,...../O
_P_E_N_ M_IC_N_IGHT

MISTER BOFFO

by Joe Martin

0

with CHRONIC ITCH at TED'S
on Friday, May 3rd, from 6pm to
1am. It's your chance to play with
tlie band! Also, Chronic Itch's
new CD will be on sale at the
show and is now available at
FOURTH STREET RECORDS
while supplies last.

--------~5/3

THE"

DEPOT
CLOTHING
PANTRY STAFF AND BOARD
wish to recognize the following
groups for generously donating
their services: ALPHA KAPPA
DELTA• DELTA SIGMA PHI"
SOCIOLOGY CLUB• EPSILON
SIGMA ALPHA• CIRCLE K• PHI
EPSILON MU• TRl-S1GMA•
SIGMA Plil .EPSILON' AP~
Pt-If OMEGA. .Your' 'etto'ri$ liav•
contributed to our successful
Outreah Mission in the local community, other U.S. areas, and
abroad. A special thank you to
Clrcle K and Aplha Phi Omega for
their exemplary response when
emergencies arose. Much success to graduating s.,,iors. We
look forward to seeing the rest of
you this fall. Carolyn Wells, Board
President.
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Screen siren
Rabbit whose
ears stick out at
right angles to
the head
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38 Shreds
a Capek classic
40 Knock down a
peg
4t River to the

Mediterranean

a

Like a good egg

.,. Half a cartoon
duo
41 "The Brady
Bunch" regular

... Assaults
47 Unaccompa.

nied part song

DOWN
t Tiger
I Methylene
group,
chemically
3Taxonomic

suffix
•U.S.S.R.'s
successor
5Egg
•Director
Aiefen'stahl
., Gardner and
others
• Let the cat out
of the bag
• Old socialite
Maxwell
to Lerwick l adies
tt Ellie May Lester
featu re, in

11
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Puzzle by Frenk A. Longo

22 Intuitive step
24 Acoustic unit
25 Eu calyptus
~Tobacco
Road"
Installment
t2 Drink flavorings 28 Occidental
t3 Sends to the
29 "Father Goo se"
canvas
author
t4 Shoe-store
30Passion
letters
34 Renaissance
t5 Consc ription
instrument
org.
•"Wozzeck"
t9 Prohibition
composer
aoPerfectly
40 Absence of war
It Dawns
a Characterize

2•

94 Brief moment?
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libation
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se Volga feeder
18 Bottom line?
approximatior.ls, •Catherine, e .g .:
familiarly
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••0-queen
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so Places
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substance)
52 Wing shape
A Airport
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Ille Olfice of ~Publications.
Quaalions concemi Notices should
be drlcled to the · ·nator.

INTERSESSION FINAL EXAM
CORRECTION
The llnal examination period for
Intersession 1996 is June 6, not
June 7 as stated in the 19951996 Undergraduate Catalog and
the 1996 Summer Semester
Class Schedule.-Frank .Hohengarten, Dean, Enrollment Management

PART-TIME STUDENT/
DEPENDENT INSURANCE
Summer Semester students who
are regislered for 9, 10, or 11
hours as resident stupents may
purchase Student Accident and
Sickness Insurance for Summer
Term by obtaining an application
from Student Health Insurance
located In the Student Services
Building East Wing, and making
payment by 3:30 p.m; JUNE 14,
1996 at the Cashier's window in
the Business Office. The cost is
$33;50. Caverage wiU be effectlvt on :S-10-96 or on the date
~ is receiv9d, whichever is
later. For lnformatiQn concerning
dependent coverage, please contact the Student Health Insurance
Office, Financial Aid Office, Student Services Building, East
Wing, or call 581-5290.-Joyce
Hackett, Medical Insurance Specialist

STUDENT MAY PAYCHECKS
SUMMER 98 AID
Students should sign and turn in
DISBURSEMENT
May time sheets to supervisors
PLEASE NOTE- Summer 1996
before leaving campus. If studisbursement for funds to your
dents will not be on campus May
account with the Business Office
31 (payday) and are unable to
for the following programs Federal Pell, Federal Direct Ford Loan, · pick up their paycheck, a selfaddressed stamped envelope will
Federal SEOG, Federal Perkins
Loan, SEDS will take place after need to be delivered to the Stuthe first c:las8 day, June 10, 1996, dent Payroll Office, 208 Oki Main
for the check to be mailed. Stufor Summer Term (8wk/5wk).
dents should verify that the UniThis disbursement applies to stuversity has a correct home
dents attending a combination of
address since this is the address
the following: intersession, eightto which their 1996 W-2 will be
week term or five-week tenn. If
maUed in January. If the address
you are attending intersession
on the student's May paycheck is
only, disbUrsement will take place
missing or incorrect, please ask
May 17, 1996. Refunds of
the student to contact the Housexcess funds (over and above
ing Office and the Student Payroll
what is owed the institution) will
office.-Carla Nelson, Student
come from the Cashiers Office
Payroll Supervisor
and will be mailed to your campus address as· listed with the
STUDENT INSURANCE
Housing Office. Be sure the corREFUND
rect address is on file with the
If y()u are enrolled 12 hours or
Housing Office located in the
Union . If your aid is not dis- , more Summer Semester 1996, or
you are a graduate assistant, the
bursed on the first day, disburseStudent Health Insurance fee will
ments will not take place until
be included in your tuition bill.
after the fifth ·class day.-Joho
Students who can provide eviRynn, Director, Financial Aid
dence of having health insurance
equal to or better than the EIU
GRADUATION REQUIREMENT
Student Health Insurance, may
DEADLINE
request the "Petition for Insurance
For a student to be considered a
Exemption" forms from the StuSpring Semester 1996 graduate,
dent Health Insurance Office
ALL graduation requirements
located in the Student Services
must be met by 4 p.m. on Friday,
Building, East Wing. A copy of
May 31 , 1996. This means any
your insurance compaf1Y's outline
removals of incomplete, dianges
of coverage or a copy of your
of grades, or official transcripts of
medical ID card must be attached
academic .work from other instituto the completed "Petition for
tions MUST reach the Records
Insurance Exemptiol}• form.
Office by that date. -If all requireJUNE 14, 1996, is the last date
ments are not met, the student
these petitions will be accepted
should reapply for graduation for
for
Summer
Semester
Summer Tenn 1996 no later than
1996.-Joyce Hackett, Medical
Monday, June 17, 1996.-Michael
Insurance Specialist
D. Taylor, Registrar

Walker's

$197

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Students who plan to take any
work by correspondence from
some other college/university
MUST have that course approved
in the Records Office prior to
enrolling for the cou·rse.-Michael
D. Ta IOI',
ll'IH

GRADE CHANGE APPEALS
Appeals to change assigned
grades must be initiated by the
student through the appropriate
instructors within four weeks after
the start of the grading period following the one for which the contested grades are recorded. The
deadline for Spring Semester
1996 grade change appeals is
Friday, July 5, 1996.-Michael D.
Taylor, Registrar
REAPPLICATION FOR
GRADUATION
Any student who has applied for
graduation for a future semester
or summe.r term and then finds
that he/she will be ·graduating at a
different time MUST reapply for
graduation in the Records Office.
There is no additional charge for
reapplying. Reapplications must
be accomplished no later than the
published deadline of the new
semester or summer term when
he/she plans to graduate. For
Summer Tenn 1996, the deadline
is
Monday,
June
17,
1996.-Michael D. Taylor, Registrar
·

STUDEHTIDEPENDEHT
SUMMER INSURANCE
Students who will not be enrolled
in the Summer Tenn are eligible
to purchase Summer Health
Insurance provided the student
was insured for Spring Semester
1996 with insurance coverage
under the Student Insurance Policy. The premium for Summer
1998 Student Insurance is
$33.50. Enrollment cards are
available In the Financial Aid
Office, Student Services Building.
Coverage effective dates for
Summer 1996 Semester are 610-96 through 8 - 15-96. The
deadline for submitting a completed enrollment card and payment
of $33.50 Is June 7, 1996. For
information concerning dependent coverage, please contact the
Student Health Insurance Office,
Financial Aid Office, Student Services Building, East Wing, or call
581-5290.-Joyi» Hackett •. Medi·
cal Insurance Specialist
STUDENT GRf\DE RE~TS
At the close of each grading period, Student Grade Reports art
mailed to the home addresses
listed by the students- NOT the
local addresses. Please be sure
that you have requested a
change of address with Housing if
there has been a change in your
home address to which grades
will be mailed.-Michael D. Taylor,
Registrar
APPLICATION FOR
GRADUATION
Application and reapplication for '
graduation for Summer Ter111
1996 must be accomplished no
later than the deadline of 4:31>
p.m. on Monday, June 17, 1996.
The application forms are avallable in the Records Office, 119
Old Main .-Michael D. Taylor,

Aeglair.tl'

Competitors

w~&o
rr111

100°10 Quality Satisfaction
Guaranteed

gallon jug

ELIGIBILITY FOR
INTERSESSION
Those students who are academically dismissed for low scholarship at the close of Spring
Semester 1996 are not eligible for
enrollment in either Summer
Term or Intersession which are
parts of Summer Term. Intersession rosters will be checked, and
those students who registered
and are dismissed will be notified
that they will be withdrawn from
Intersession and the rest of Summer Term . -M i ch~el D. Taylor,
Registrar

WITHHOLDING DIREClORY
INFORMATION
Directory ~s for academic year
1995-96 will be removed August
5, 1996. Students wanting to
withhold directory infonnatlon for
academic year 1996-97 should
appear in person, prior to 4:30
p.m. on Monday, September 2,
1998, at the Records Office, 119
Old Main, and make the request
in writing on forms provided by
the University. Student identification is required at the time of the
request-Michael D. Taylor, Registrar

When We
Say
We Ad
Match

~HOUR WESTSIDE SUPER SA@ ·

MEADOW GOLD
ORANGE JUICE

FULL-TIME STUDENT
ACADEMICALLY
In order to be considered a fulltime student academically, an
undergraduate student must carry
at least 12 semester hours each
semester and at least 6 semester
hours during a summer tenn. A
gfllduate student must carry at
least 9 semester hours each
semester and at least 6 semester
hours during a summer term.
This is the rule by which Records
Office certifies students as fulltime. For loan defennents, both
graduate and undergraduate students must carry at least 12
semester hours to be considered
full-time and at least 6 semester
hours to be considered half-time.
This applies to fall and spring
semesters and to summer term.
If you have· questions, please
contact Records Office.-Michael
D. Taylor, Registrar

STOUFFER'S
HEARTY
PORTIONS

s211

Cash Station now
available at
Eastside and Westside Locations

PAP PALO'S
PIZZA
llinch

3/$600

BLUE BUNNY
EXTREME
ICE CREAM
pint

$167

')·

JACK'S
PIZZA BURSTS
7 oz. pkp.

4/$

~o

DELUXE
POTATO SALAD
american/mustard

s111/ b

]-VARIETIES

GARDETTO
SNACKS
I 2 • I 5 OZ.

PKGS.

20 oz. OREOS, or
16 oz. NUTTER BUT·
TER, or
NABISCO GRAHAMS

CAROLINA

TURKEY BREAST

$297/tb .

$197

MESQUITE TURKEY 5457/lb
$2S7Jlb
TURKEY HAM OR
TURKEY PASTRAMI

HEALTHY CHOICE DELI THINS

CARLBUDDIG

CRUNCHY

LUNCH MEAT

CHIPPED MEATS

BABY CARROTS

6oz. pkg.

2.5 oz. pkgs.

I lb.bag

3/$500

$147

3

7¢

7¢

